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Cossacks Become Disaffected General Strike Rejected by
Committee Strickers Dejected Over Leaders Carousing
and Feasting With Women Strikers.

BADLY

New York, Dec. 12. Thomas F.
Ryan, who purchased the Equitable
stock from Hyde, was before the commute today. He said that he intended no disrespect in declining to answer before the committee and was
ready to answer all questions.
"What did Harriman say to you
about sharing
the Hyde stock?" asked
Hughes. '
"Immediately after my purchase of
the stock." said Ryan, "Harriman called on me. He said he thought that 1
should not have come into the situation without consulting him and that
I ought to let him have an equitae
Hhare of the Hyde stock. I declinei!.
Harriman said he did not think 1
could carry out my plans without his
assistance. I said 1 regretted very
.much to have his opposition, but I was
going to carry out my plans whether
I had It or not."
"For what reason did Harriman
want half of the stock?" asked Mr.
Hughes.
"For the reason that he had been in
the Equitable as a director and was
not satisfied with the stock being in
iny hands," replied Ryan. "He said
his political Influence would be against
me. He said the legislature would
probably take action, but I don't think
lie mentioned an investigation. Harriman did not say anything about a
legislative action In the event that I
acceded to his request. He did not
say how his action in the matter
wculd be importaut." Ryan said the
conversation was strenuous.

St. Petersburg, Dec. 12. While it tional assembly elected by universal,
is impossible In the present confusion direct and secret ballot. The Russ,

and Bourse Gazette are its
to clearly outline the various polit- Novostl,
spokesmen.
for
ical forces which are struggling
Now come parties favoring the commastery in Russia, the foreign stu- plete overthrow of the government,
dent of Russian affairs can with profit and the establishment of a republic.
)jear in mind the general party di- Lastly are the anarchlHts. Their program Is not announced.
visions as at present constituted.
Perhaps the first of all in order of
importance is the party of reaction GENERAL STRIKE WILL
NOT BE ORDERED.
among the nobles, who believe in the
St. Petersburg, Monday, Dec. 11.
old regime; and among the great
having prevailed over the
mass of peasantry, who still believe Caution
fury aroused by the arrest of strike
that all good flows from the "little leaders,
the workmen's council has refather;" and the church, which con- jected the
to order a gentinues to "intelligencla the black eral strike,proposition
at present, as untimely.
masses," a term by which Is meant The
council realized the weakness and
who com- unpreparednes8
the ignorant peasantry,
of the workmen for a
prise 80 per cent of the Russian peo- general
ushnell- conflict, and- - had been Inple, and can at any time turn the
that the railroad men bad al- scale. In skillful hands fhey win, formed
''
against a general strike,
ready
decided
Im"
therefore, always constitute an
The sentiment of the workmen's
mense force in favor of counter rev- delegates,
which was extremely de- -'
olution.
,
pressed, has been somewhat raised by
There are two parties, under either the receipt
,
O
of a dlsaptch from Mob-coof which the peasantry might event
claiming
the revolutionary
may
Showing that our forefathers of the Stone Age had themselves, reached a very marked age of
be propoagandu hasthatfinally
ually he enlisted, and which
civilization.
taken root
to make up the extreme right. among the Cossacks,
are the last
of those who will hope of the reaction who
One consists
parties.
The
never forgive the emperor for the ab- third squadron of the First regiment
LIGHT SHIP CREW
WASHINGTON NEWS
rogation of autocratic power. They of Cossacks Is reported to have held
BEEF PACKERS ARE
talk of deposing Nicholas and select- a meeting and to have drawn up sering a new emperor.
Their avowed vice demands, claiming that
ARE ALL SAVED
men
OF LOCAL INTEREST
AT LAST IN COURT candidate
Is Prince Dolgorukl, of Mos- are fed like dogs and are the
shabbily
cow, one of the descendants of Rurlk, clothed. This is
the first sign of disthe reputed founder of the Russian affection among the
Cossacks.
Crew of Fifteen Are Taken Three Judges Will be Renom- Imposing Array of Legal empire la 879 A. D.
Immense sums for
Many of the striking operators have
The other party Is the church party, lost heart owing to the news from
CAMPAIGN PURPOSES.
under the name of the "holy alliance Moscow, that the leaders, when arNew York, Dec. 12. Contributions
Off Before the Ship
inated, Foraker's NomTalent Has Been
for
national
and
aggregating $32,000 were made to the
rested, were Indulging in expensive
which has been organized, and these suppers at a popular Moscow restaurrepublican national committee in 1896
Sinks.
a
eventually
ination
might
for
In.
unite
parties
Sent
Secured.
1900 and 1904 by the Prudential Life
ant, In company with women strikers,
military dictatorship against the rev- and spending funds lavishly on chamInsurance company of, America, acolutionary
forces.
pagne and expensive clgts and licording to a statement read by CounImmediately to the left of this paf-t- y quors.
sel Hughes before the legislative com AFTER TWENTY FOUR HOURS LLEWELLYN OFF TO ROSWELL LAST OF THE PRELIMINARIES
of reaction may be placed the modmittee today. Thi statement . was
support CITY BURNED AND
who
erate conservatives,
read during the examination of Sena
Wltte in the Introduction of a new
MANY JEWS KILLED.
tor John F. Dryden, of New Jersey, Of Ceaseless Bailing
and in Ans- The First Bill of the Session is Getting Service on Standard Oil regime. Their platform calls for the
Vienna Dec. 12. A dispatch from
president of the Insurance company.
realization of the reforms promised, Bucharest, Roumanla, says: "Reports
Senator Dryden testified that in 1899
wer to Wireless
Passed by the Senate
as necessary for the Integrity of the received here through refugees declare
Officials in Missouri
the Prudential expended $15,800 for
empire and for u strong central gov- that since Sunday the town of
expenses.
Telegraph.
ernment.
Today.
Russia, has been burning
Suit.
Ttie Prudential Insurance company.
Much more radical still is the group and that the mob has been killing and
Senator Dryden then said, paid $7,500
A
of parties between the supporters of plundering the Jewish quarters.
lo James H. Flood for fees in oppos
New Bedford, Mass., Dec. 12. Pering the Colorado law against child in
Chicago, Dec. 12. Attended by an Witte and the social democrats. Us regiment is proceeding there from
bailing by hand for twenty-fou- r
Klsjlneff to restore order.
Special to The Citizen.
imposing array of legal talent and foremost demands Is for a constitu
hi ranee a few years ago. Senator sistent
hours and wireless telegraphy, 4 W ashington, D. C, Dec. 12.
Dryden said that his company had
spectators, the last prelimcrowds
of
that brought help at last, saved the
The nominations of Chief Jus- inary to the formal trial of the "beef
much trouble over legislation.
lives yesterday of the fifteen men on ' tlce Mills and Associate Justices
trust" cases began here today before A THEATROSCOPE IN
DAIRY PROBLEMS
board the Nantucket south shoal relief 4 McFie "and Parker, to succeed
FARMERS UTILIZE THE
Judge Humphreys in the United States
themselves, was assured today. "4 court. The issues to be tried are on
SHORT WINTER DAYS lightship number 58. The vessel went
FOR DAIRYMEN
MADUON GARDEN SHOW j
a few minutes after the crew
United States Marshal Foraker's 4 the ten special pleas raised by the
Des Moines, la., Dec. 12.
The down
left
her.
The
was
'
leak
discoverfirst
5
Is also probaole.
packers and which must be settled by
Iowa Farmers' Institute and Agrlcul ed Sunday morning
Biughamton, N. V., Dec. 12.
Sevand for several 4 United States Attorney IJew- New York, Dec. 12.
The great
a Jury trial before action Is taken on
tlirfil AftRnfMntion (tnpnpit herp inrtnv
the steam pumps kept the water
ellyn of New Mexico' left today
tor a two days" session. The mem hours
men Interested In the
eral
indictments
hundred
Exposition
at
fedMadison
by
the
the
Electrical
returned
dOWn.
.thnn
-Itv VH
ini,u Hiunnvorail
for Roswell. to push the prosecu- ....J. ... l . .... that
,iuv
eral grand jury.
bers were welcomed by Harvey Ing
Square Garden opens today and Presi- study of dairy problems, are assemwater was gaining and an appeal
tion or alleged land frauds in
liam. Addresses were' delivered by the
for
help
was
dent Roosevelt has consented to press bled here to attend the annual conby
telesent
wireless
V
that land district.
NO LET UP AGAINST THE
In graphy.
.las. Atkinson and John Cownie.
STANDARD OIL MAGNATES. the button in Washington, and thus vention of the New York State Dairythe afternoon Prof. Marston of Ames,
Frank O. Mills and others will deliver MIDSHIPMAN
New York. Dec. 12. Henry Well-man- , set the machinery and power at the men's Asspclatlou, which opened here
MERRIWETHER
FORAKER LATER GETS
addresses on various agricultural subwho will act with Attorney Gen- exposition
in motion. Electricians today. Among those present are many
GETS ONE YEAR.
HIS NOMINATION.
jects.
Hartley of Missouri In the pros- and mechanical engineers are greatly prominent dairymen and experts conWashington, D. C, Dec. 12.
Washington, 1). C. Dec. 12. .Mid-- !
The eral
of the suits of that state
pre- nected with the agricultural
departshipman Merriwether has been sen- president sent the following nomina- ecution
TOBACCO FACTORY BLOWN
against the Standard Oil company, Interested In the exposition and
tion
to
senate
today:
Creighton
tenced
to
the
confinement
limwithin the
dict that It will be highly successful. ment of the state. Among those who
UP WITH DYNAMITE.
proyesterday
said
considerable
that
its of
naval academy at Annapo- M. Foraker for United States marshal gress had been made in serving the In addition to modern electrical ma- will address the convention, which
Elkton, Ky., Dec. 12. The tobacco lis for atheperiod
of one year, and to be for the territory of New Mexico.
factory here owned by Mrs. M. B. publicly
Standard officials with subMenaes, chinery for securing the maximum will last four days, are Hon. C. A.
by the secrePenyck and operated for the tobacco tary of reprimanded
and
he expects to have them Borved power at a minimum expenditure, in-in Wletlng, commissioner of agriculture;
the navy, it will be remem-- l FIRST BILL PASSED IS
Dr. W. H. Jordan, director of the
January 5. If not, however, Industrial work, the exhibition
liefore
trust, was blown up by dynamite early bered that
FOR ARKANSAS RAILROAD.
Merriwether engaged in a
it is the intention of the attorney gen- cludes practically all the latest elec- New York State Agricultural Exepri-nien- t
today. The deed is thought to have fist fight
Washington,
D.
12.
Dec.
with
C.
The
nature,
another
Station; Prof. L. H. Bailey, dicadet which
trical devices of a popular
been committed by friends of the Dark
senate today passed its first bill of eral to keep them until the are caught. from electric lighting and heating and rector of the College bf Agriculture,
Tobacco Growers' association, rivals resulted In the death of the latter.
j
the session. It was a measure authorcooking apparatus to motion pictures Cornell University;
Hon. James 'i'.
CARS USED
f the local factory.
izing railroad bridges across certain NEW STREET
A complete Rogers, member of the assembly for
Lead and Copper.
IN GUADALUPE FIESTA. and talking machines.
streams
Mr.
Arkansas.
in
Taliaferro
New York. Dec. 12. Leai, firm at
12. Today Is the electric kitchen, where will be cooked the first district of Broome county,
Mexico City,
LARGE DOCK WORKS
was Bworn In for his new term bh great feast of Dec.
Virgin of Guada- thp food served In the cafe, will un- and Gilbert M. Tucker, editor of the
the
AT DULUTH, MINN. $5.35; copper, strong at 18-senator and at 12: 40 the senate went lupe, one of the most picturesque doubtedly attract considerable atten- Country Gentleman.
Duluth, Minu.. Dec. 12. With a
Into executive session. Forty min- celebrations of the church in this tion. Another interesting feature is
g
total of 9,ut)0,OUO tons GETTING IT BACK
utes later the Rennte adjourned.
country. As usual, the celebration a model of the WIlllaniBburg bridge, COAL OPERATORS DIS- or ore loaded this season the Mesaba
has attracted thousands of visitors showing how Commissioner WoodBoston Wool Market.
AT THE SANTA FE
ore docks have closed. The amount
from the United States and Hhe city bury burns waste and rubbish in an
LIKE RATE CONTROL
of ore loaded by the D. M. & N. Is the
Boston, Mass, Dec. 12. The wool; Is
full of strangers. For the first time electrical Incinerator, and lights the
largest ever accomplished by any in- SANTA FE CENTRAL REPORTED market Is In better condition. Manu-- I
the Mexico Street Railway company bridge thereby. In the center of the
dividual railway company in the
TO HAVE ENJOINED NEW MEX- facturers seem more disposed to ex-- employed a number of the new large garden a "Theatroscope"
A large
Knoxvllle, Tenn., Dec. 12.
lias been
world. About 400 men were paid off
amine material. Small and medium1 cars Imported from the United States, rigged up, and every night, during the number of coal operators of TennICO EASTERN FROM CROSSING
at the docks at the close.
TRACKS
AT WILLARD
WORK sized mills have been taking lines of which are much larger than those exhibition, it will be connected with essee and Kentucky, are holding a
The respite from labor of these emclothing and combing wotd at fit., formerly used,
.
SLACKS ON
and mark a decided some of the theaters, giving the vis- meeting at the Hotel Imperial In this
ployes, however, will be brief as the
prices.
progress
development of pass- itors of the exhibition an option unity city, today, for the purpose of taking
in
the
4
will be
work on the new dock No.
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
i
d
enger
the
transportation
In this cily. The lo bear what Is going on at the the- furttier action regarding
started within the next couple of 4 Adopting the tame tactics
regulation
railroad
MANY
rates
company
ater.
soon
will
put
INDICTMENTS
service
Into
weeks. This dock will be the largest
used by the Santa Fe three years 4
bill. There is strong opposition, against
a number of sibt seeing observation
in the world, having a capacity of 4 asu when the Santa Fe Central
the bill, and a meeting of coal operacars,
AS
CHARITY
FOUND
run
will
which
over
CONSIDERED
be
all
the
GROUNDLESS
about 10,000 tons greater than the
desired to cross the Santa Fe
tors, which was held at lyoulsville,
AN ORGANIZED MOVEMENT.
company,
visi(liable
to
lines
of
the
at Superior, which has bad the 4 tracks at Kennedy, the Santa Fe
last month, not only declared strongly
view
tors
all
interesting
to
the
sitrhts
Dec,
12.
Washington,
D.
C,
Justice
record for capacity. The contract has
Central has enjoined the New 4 WILL SPRINGER "NOT GUILTY"
against the bill, but also appointed a
of the city.
David J. Brewer, president of the
been let to Barnard &. Record, of Su- 4 Mexico
railway from
Eastern
JUDGE CROLLETT. "NOT GUILcommittee to secure the suppoil of all
city,
be
of
will
this
perior for the sum of $l,tin0,noo, find
C.harities
crossing Its tracks at Willard,
TY" ASSAULT CASE ON TRIAL. GEORGIA'S GREAT
the principal speaker at the annual southern coaL operators in their opby July 1, It is expected that the half
and until this injunction is disINDUCTRIAL EXHIBIT. meeting of the organization,
which position to the bill, and another commile of dock and the mile of approach
solved, work on the Santa Fe cut- - 4
Thus far, the Second dislrict court.
Kvery will be held
Savannah, Ga.. Dec. 12.
audi- mittee to go to Washington and peevening
at
the
this
will be reardy for operation.
In its adjourned
4 ff will be practically at a stand- session, ha been train is bringinu visitors from all
tition the senate and the huise of
No. 4 dock will be eighty-fivfeet
finding indictments found by the parts of the taie ti this city, and torium of l he Church of the Covenant. representatives
still.
4 biii-to delav action' on (lie
He will deliver a special address upon
high above the water, or seven feet
late grand Jury groundless.
This is a report brought from
are
hotels
people
with
crowded
the
bill.
Higher than No. 3. and the piling will 4 Helen this forenoon, and is con- In the appealed case of thp terri- who have come to attend the opening the Charity Organization Movement,
as exemplified In the Associated Char-itle- s
be laid in concrete, making a founda- 4 slderid reliable.
tory against Will Springer, who is of the great Industrial
surveyor
A
Kxpositlon,
S. W. CHICAGO CONVENTION
tion upon which the structure may be 4 working on the cut-of- f
of the national capital.
is quoted 4 charged with violating the territory's which takes place today at Guards'
TO FRAME NEW CHARTER.
renewed at any time In 'the future. 4 a$ saying that work of construe- humans laws by mistreating a horse, Hall, near Madison Square. The man- Woodward, chairman of the commitThe present superstructure will be 4 tion east of Willard has stop- The con(iieago, HI., Dec. 12.
the fury was iiot long in finding a ufacturers of this city and otlirr sec- tee on the improvement cf housing
f wood, but as soon as this Is woru 4 ped, and
the obstruction 4 verdict of not guilty. This case was tions of the state have made great ef- conditions: John Joy Edson, chair- vention called by Mayor Dunne for
that
man of the summer outing commit- the purpose of framing a new charter
out a steel structure can be put In 4 placed in the way of the Santa
tried yesterday afternoon.
forts to make the exhibition attracsection by section without interfering 4 Fe from crossing the Santa Fe 4
Today the court instructed the Jury tive and Interesting, and have spared tee; Dr. D. Percy Hlckling. chairman for l he city, was opened today, and
at all with the work of the dock. The 4 Central, is ttie cause. Many la- - 4 to find a verdict of not guilty in t'ne no expense to that cud. This even- of the committee on the prevention Mayer Dunne delivered an address, in
approach will be commenced about 4 borers are coming Into Helen. 4 case of Seferlno Crollott, Justice of ing.
of consumption, and C. H. Rudolph, which be called th attention of the
Madison Square will be illum- chairman of
:
mile north of Superior street near 4 and all report that work on the 4 the peace of Old Albuquerque, who Is
the public playground convention to the conditions which
by thousands of electric lights
inated
committee, will submit brief reports made the framing of a new charter
cut-ofIs almost at a stagnation 4 charged with failure lo make rexrts
the residence of W. J. Merritt. and
streets
the
exposition
and
around
the
of their respective committees,
and for the city not only desirable, but
ui all aix'ut 500 men will be employe': 4 point.
4 of fiueH collected, as required by law. will b as bright as day.
There will
luring the winter. The capacity of 4
In cumeplllng the New Mexico
The count upon which ttiM indictment be music and addresses at the open-- j Secretary Charles F. Weller will show practically a necessity. He pointed
'he new dock will bo over 1)5,000 tons. 4 Bastern to either viaduct or tun- - 4 was found was one wherein one San- ing and the Daughters of the Confed-- i a number of stereopticon views Illus- out that Chb'iito Uiad outgrown Its
thp work of the organization old charter, which has been so patchThe work will be conducted in such. 4 iiel under their road at Willard,
tiago Garcia was fined fLTi for
eracy w ill erve lunch. The exposit inn trating
(lin ing the past year.
that it will be possible to
the Santa Fe (Vntr.il company 4
ed and amended since Its erlsinal
The
JnMlre of the peace rec- will remain open until Saturday
i' iadmanner
vessels soon at't- - r the opening 4 is getting it back at the Santa Fe
adoption, that It caused a great deal
ords contained r.o record of the fine
'if navlpa' ;tm. ami the unfinished pan 4 for having to viaduct that r :"t 4 having been pa!d. but the county
WOMAN
ANOTHER
GETS
of confusion and many
conflicts,
Chicago Live Stock.
,
c:mi In done while
the 4 at Kennedy. A very strained
SENTENCE OF DEATH. which had to be settled by the courts.
.f the wArk
Chicago. Dec. 12.
books showed that the fine
treasurer's
use.
In
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ling
Jersey
ha,! been paid direct to thai office.
fei
City, N: J.. Dec :.
Iris existed hetwe u the
This Committees were appointed and then
i
$:.5lifi
'."'; market stea.lv: beeves,stocker
f the a number of addresses Were delivered,
is the day set for thi delivery
Kennedy
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4 two rnU'U since the
j
Kansas City Live Stock.
1
5
T.H
crossing flahi. and the fight at. 4 Thomas litii.. chared with
of Mp. bearing upon various fea'ureb to be
Texuus, $'1
devh sentence in the
anil feeders, $2.40T
Sheep Receipts, (i.i'hO: market was, 4 Willard. where the
is to 4 upon Juan Jose G ircta. wis called at fit 1T,: westerns. fi.Zm 4.75.
Antoinetta TolU, who shot Joseph incorporated in the new chatter. The
l&.uOO;
Sheep Receipts,
steadv: mutton. $ 1. 50ft 6.10 ; lambs, 4 cross the C ntral, was uot un- - 4 3 o'clock this afternoiin. This case is
market Soma, a married man, last March, at charter which will be framed by the
looked tor.
of
the result of a
which timi place strong: sheep, $ ft fi.int ; lambs, $170
and who is now in Haikeu-sacconvention will require- the
$5.7!i 7.?'i'4. fed ranate wethers, $3.&it
fijG.f.O; fed ctvet. $ l.50fi 5 35.
jail.
iu Old Albu.iierqiitthe state legislature.
l 7.S5.
last April.
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Boston, Mass., Dec. 12.
The
and municipal ownership,
which caused such upheavals in the
political texture of the large cltlea all,
over the country at the November
election, did not fall to reach thi
city, and seldom has there beea
more vigorous and bitter fight for supremacy between the various political
parties of Boston, than at the present
time. The campaign which preceded
today's election was extremely lively,
and Interesting, and the voters showed unusual interest.
Today the fate
of the city will be declared at th
polls, and judging from present Indications the vote will be very large.
The fight is practically on straight
party lines, although in the case of
the candidates for mayor, the reform
question enters to a great extent. Th
fight lg practically between 1auIs A.
Frothlngham, the republican reform
candidate, and John F. Fitzgerald, th
democratic candidate. It ts generally
admitted that the other candidates oo
not count for much except In so far
as the votes cast for them will diminish the totals for the two pria-clpcandiates.
At today's election, the voters of
this city will elect a mayor, a street
commissioner, aldermen and council-meThe number of cltitens qualified
to vote is 113,255, of whom 64,701
4
were enrolled as democrats, and
as republicans, while the rest constitute the doubtful vote. It would
require nearly the entire doubtful
vote to give the republicans a clear
majority, if' the battle were to be
fought out on strict party lines. Aa It
is, however, It Is expected that many
democratic voters will vote for tha
republican candidate for mayor, while
some of the. republican voters may
vote for Fitzgerald. Both candidates
are confident of success, and both
admit that the election will be close.
A majority of the candidates for
aldermen and councllmen have declared themselves In fn'or of the re-.- ,
olution passed by the present city
council, favoring the establishment of
a city lighting
plant. They
themselves to vote for the
resolution, as the law requires, so that
the question may be submitted to a
vote of the people.
of reform

al

n.

21.-96-

have-pledge-

OTHER CITIES OF STATE
ALSO HOLD ELECTIONS.
Boston, Mass., Dec. 12. The city
election being held In this city today
is unprecedented in the effort to bring
out the voters popularly known aa
which was the predominating feature of the day. Elections are being held In eighteen other
Massachusetts cities.
"stay-at-homes,- "

MRS. MAXWELL RUN
DOWN

BY

STREET CAR

BAD CONDITION OF CROSSING TO
BLAME FOR ACCIDENT INJURIES NOT THOUGHT SERIOUS.
Mrs. E. J. Maxweil, who resides with
her daughter at me corner of Coal
avenue and South Second street, waa
run down by cur "Special" in front of
the postoffice shortly after non today,
bowled over In the mud and slightly
bruised, but not seriously Injured. She
was able to rise unassisted and walked to a store nearby. A carriage was
called to convey her to her home two
blocks away.
The uccldent was witnessed by her
daughter, who was standing in front
of the postolllce. Miss Maxwell says
that she saw some one rolling over
Jn the muddy street and thought that
it was some one who bad fallen from
the car, but didn't suspect that it was
her mother. Mrs. Maxwell blames no
one for the accident but herself.
"I was crossing the street to meet
my daughter," she said. "The street
was very muddy and I attempted to
cross In front of a lady, who reached
the crossing about the same lime that
I did.
I was picking
the cleanest
places on the crossing to step, when
I was startled by the cur right at me.
! think
that I threw myself forward
und the fender struck me on the hip.
My hip pains me some but 1 dou't
think that I am seriously injured."
The motormiiu on the car said: "I
saw the lady leave the sidewalk, but.
aa It was a crossing at which passengers board the car, I thought that she
would stop at the edge of the track.
The moment I saw her step over tue
track,
knew that the car would
strike her. The brakes were applied,
but It was then too late to prevent the
collision. We were not going Tast,
though, as 1 had slowed up for the
stop."
1

FIFTY YEARS OF
HORTICULTURAL WORK.
Champaign, 111., Dec. 12.
The annua! meeting of the Ullnoins Stata
liiniciilti;r..l Society, which opened
here to, lav, !uaik at the same time
the fifth-)- ! anniversary of the organ
Izatin:;
This fact was duly brought
out and ncittnved in the addresses
at ti!(ipeniui; stvsioii todya. The
greatc- ,att nt 'his evening's session
will be devot. d to reminiscent talks
by some of the bit st members, and
Prof, lihnr will read a iEt;tr on the
"Apple Crop .t' liiOri."
.
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an send
phone direct, or call, and the ad will appear
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tmm Ininwi CinrKN will t Helirered In the
per week, or for
lty at tha low rale of 2u tenta
rents per monfh. when pKl mommy.

ui." more lady.
weekly. Call now; room 3, Coluni- bus hotel.
W ANT ED A canvasser and solicitor
on commission and wages. Address,
XX., this omen.
girl to do
W' ANTED
general
A
housework. Inquire of W. J. Johnson, at. Hank of Commerce.
VA N TED
Position as first atuL, second cooks, by man and wife. Inquire room 14, La Vet a rooming
house.
Vj.N TED
Gentlemen second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
WANTED Nurse lor training at the
Home. A regular course in class
work and practical nursing; also
by atlectures and examinations
tending physicians. For further in
formation, address. Superintendent
the Home. Las Vegas, N. M.
WANTED Hv .Chicago wholesale and
mail order bouse, assistant mana
cer, (man or woman), for thiscoun
Salary
ty and adjoining territory.
$20 and expenses, paid weekly;
money advanced.
Vork Is
pleasant and position permanent.
or experience reNo Investment
quired. Write at once for full particulars and enclose
envelone. Cooper & Co., 132 Lake
street, Chicago, 111.

WANTKH-.lii- .-t

will canfer a faror by notifyin ui
Sbmhera
Immediate ly on any non delivery of Ihe paper.
he aiMrwwt to
All tettera ami remittance, .hmi'ci
Company. Draft...
Tub Cmin ri Bi.isinNO
money orders
expresa
and
poatnfJ.ee
chacka.
anuat ba mada payable to tha order of the
company.

Colorado

IH

15

SPORTING...

-

J;

...BREVITIES
has yet been killed in the
bicycle races in New York.
And yet they calf that sport!
The Washington Club has drafted
Schlafly of the Portland, Ore., team
and he will try to displace Hickman
at second.
Ix?w Whistler, lor two years manager tf the Memphis ba,se ball club,
has sinned to manage and play first
base for the Terre Haute
The election of Eckersall as captain, of ihe Chicago Maroons was an
honor that will be appreciated by fold
friends and admirers ail over the
country.
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Nobody

six-da- v

When In Atlanta, Ga., on his recint tour of the sunny souin, sndwhen
approached by the welcoming committee, the above photo was caught of
the president in one of his happiest smiles.

EIGHTEEN MONTHS
DAGGS SENTENCE

iOFFlCfc KOLDEKS AKt

OMOStU

TO STATEHOOD

it

CEIPTS, as
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
.Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
auu sew u w
are reasonauie.
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
PROFESSIONAL

f,ffftu

lu

ia,f

4

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

ui

d

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

T'l tan I a s
.ntjuli
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
The Cmz. n otlice.
Chattels; also on
at unit'. Good Wagons and other WAREHOUSE REHA.NTKll--SALARIES AND
5i
3
Copper
West
at
liMHiire
wast'i.
low as $10.00 and as high
XVANTKU

Dally by Carrier, 60c per month

MEXICO

according to your wish.

Money

WANJED

trf mail, per momn..
l.ly
Waaal by mail. on. year

NET

them.

I

or subscription:
terms
mail. nf ywir In advance

Patty

4.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Tele-i- t

Circulation.
.ri;rm Circulation.

19CS.

Montezuma Trust Co.

Per Word Insertion

Western Union or Postal
WC
T the
graph offices for an A. D. T. messenger
L tLr rD 'U Jl Im
t.
t'oy"
vour ad with the cas to The Citizen ofllce, or tele-

fcamlatcd Prmt Afternoon Dlip.tchet.
Urf wt CHy ind County Circulation.
Mexico

throi-g-

12,

4- -

not f'Hed before, that yeur
and you can rely upon It, us we hve
we
swoy.
have slo rented hundreds of bouses
money U not thrown
we have adverby our wsnt arts, as well as sold nearly everything

vsm

-
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DECEMBER

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can sccore tt lot yon by small
want ad. in The Evening Citizen. It only costs

One Cent

LAbtL

nd City of

0
"1

t

nrr-m-d

;union
OfflcUl

'
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TUESDAY,

'

cIfliQ- -

l&nik, of (gommeiTCj ofv
MexicoW
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Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
"
Accounts Capital, (190,000.00.

CARDS

DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods
Both 'phones. Appointments made by

and

New

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldridge
George Arnot
A. M, Blackwell
O. E. Cromwell
Solomon Luna

'

mail.

Edmund J. ATger, D. D. S.
Office
avenue.
No. 306 Railroad
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made by mail.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON,

TOPEKA

SANTA

&

FE RY.

LAWYERS.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Bernard S. Rodey.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue,
PRICHARD AND BURSUM,
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
Judge Kent sentenced U. E. Duggs
TERRITORIAL OFFICIALS, TALKN. M.
ALBUQUERQUE,
business pertaining to the profession
to eighteen months in the Arizona
ING AT WASHINGTON.
of
the
terri
courts
in
all
Will practice
to beterritorial prison, the sentence Repubtory and before tne unuea omits
A Hiiecial dispatch from Wasiu ?ton,
gin at once, says the Phoenix
Offlcrt and Director.
a
S,
sitys:
land office.
Minder date of Dec.
lican. Notice of appeal was given;
President
M. O. liursuni. of Santa Ke, super-- j
FOR RENT
JOSH V A S. RATNOLDS
Ira M. Bond.
writ of probable cause was asked for,
.'.".'.Vice President
M. W. FLOURNOT ....
of intenilent of the terriioiiul prison of FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F street
which was grunted. In the matter
..Cashier
FRANK McKEB
New Mexico; Attorney General G. W.
housekeeping. Large and airy. 624 N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
of the bond. District Attorney Baker sugSome unregenerate descendant
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
enough
and
of New Mexico; II. H. Holt,
be
should
It
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
gested
West Railroad avenue.
that
the pirate kings has started the base l.elieveil that 110.000 would be the Prichard,
Director
Solomon
RA.YNOL.Da
H. F.
of Las Cruces. N. M.. and
FOR RENT Desk room In a neaieu letter patents, trade marks, claims.
less fabrication that Maiacnt Kit
are
Albuquerque,
Luna,
the
Wilson,
of
for
porter
Colonel
figure.
proper
telephone,
of
use
Bryan.
D.
complete
W.
otfiee;
R.
tredge's
name' is Malaehi
We are here to tell you, said Gen
a sum
V. 8. DEPOSITORY.
.
Albuquer
ilonfenae. beiieveda I hat sucn
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWfield Co., 110 West Gold avenue.
Jemdadiah Kittredae.
. t..n ...
per
... I, eral Prichard, "that seventy-fiv- e
was quite .nil oi jmoikm um.
room,
sunny
Office, First National
M.
que,
N.
Pleasant,
RENT
do
Mexico
New
The fight between Dave Barry of crime and this view wtis taken by cent of the people of
$50fl,000.f
AutBortcod Capital
with eastern exposure, in private Bank building.
of
San Francisco and Mike Schreck of Judge Kent, who hxed the oouu at not wish statehood if the condition
lights
bath.
and
family.
$250,000.9
Surplus
Electric
Capital,
Up
Dobson.
Profits
and
Paid
E.
W.
merger
a
Cincinnati, at Los Angeles, on Decern-tes- r $5,0110. It was not given nisi nigm. its being obtained means
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice Crora
No. 315 West Iead avenue.
We think that New
19th, should be a good number. but probably will be furnished today. with Arizona.
Apartments in Pam well block, Albuquerque. N. M.
Depository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
the rOR RENT
It is quite certain that Ihe delenu- - Mexico is entitled to admission topresThe men will meet at fatch weights.
View terrace, eight rooms eacn,
John H. Stinoje.
union on its own- merit s and the
will not see the inside of the penant
H
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite 16, N
modern equipment throughout.
ent territorial boundaries ought not
A movement is under way to lay itentiary in an early day. The su
block.
H. Tiiton, room 19, Grant
Armijo building, Albuquerque
out a gridiron in Potomac Park, preme court win meet reguiany m be changed niter such admission.
;
. T.
j
Washington, where the annual game January, in a little more than a Years ago we were divorced from FOR KENT Nicely rurnisnea cot N. M.
tage flats, two and three rooms, iu
between the army and navy can be month. It is doubtful whether me Arizona, and a remarriage that is
ARCHITECTS.
held. The plans call for stands that case can be prepared for presentation against the will of both parties at inand $15 per month. Mrs. Norrls,
. Walling
W. Spencer and V.
F.
viaduct.
of
from
and
street,
1
not
forced
be
east
f!24 John
will seat 00,000 people.
building
at that time, and even if it should do terest should
Barnett
ford,
rooms
by
Washington."
rooms,
tfi.tt hunt Furnished
it is probable that an opinion
N. M. Both 'phones.
Albuquerque,
Mr,
Quarterback Stevenson has been heart
question,"
no
said
"There is
dRy.week or, month; also ror "gnt
r.ot be handed down until a
elected captain of the 1906 Pennsyl woull
Bursnm, "but that our attorney gen
CIVIL ENGINEERS
housekeeping. The La Veta, 113
subsequent meeting of the court.
vania foot ball team. What a scrappy
senti
the
eral has correctly stated
West
Iead avenue. Mrs. J. Flaming,
OF ALBUQUERQUE
bunch he ought to get together next PHOENIX LEADS IN
ment of the people. At the utmost,
D. F. McCrolllng.
proprietress.
year, bulging by his pugilistic feats
surveying an
d
Civil engineering,
of our citizens fa
not over
FOR SALE
during the past season.
riraftinar. 209 Railroad avenue. Aato
POSTAL RECEIPTS vor joint statehood. This was demon
in the overwhelming defeat FORSALEHlghgrade violin, cheap matlc 'phone 740.
strated
"Teddy" Price, the fine left fielder
Savelv, f.24 South Second street.
.1100,009.09
CAPITAL.
of Hon. B. S. Rotley. the former NewCONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
of the Wheeling Central League team, THAT OFFICE SHOWS A HEALTHY Mexican delegate In congress, who SELL. RENT Oil TRADE Last your
DEPOSITS
nma a,i.nwiv.vv
ha demanded his release and threat
INCREASE OVER RECORD MADE was an advocate of Joint statehood
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
A. L. Moraan.
ens unless it is given him he will
Broadway.
The entire history of the American
CONTRAC
South
1904.
INDEPENDENT
IN
TUB
jump to the outlaws.
Price wants
nation shows that the tendency has Vt'ui SALE New base burner and Ton AVn WTILDER Estimates are
wtabliihmaat
We have tad a very satisfactory growth sines
hiB release because of a row with
a division of states a
921 rhperfnllv- furnished: Job work solic
toward
been
of our bank. If you are not on of our customers, wt should UK
cheap.
stove,
departpost
office
onen
of
report
the
Firelltlit
The
Manager Schriver.
an opportunity to show you our superior faculties.
ment concerning the receipts of the in the case of the Dnkotas. rather
North Fourth street.
lied. Automatic phone, 724; shop
Texas
consolidation.
town, an 911 North Second street, Albuquer
leave
Dave Fultz, center fielder of the various otlices nas arrived and that, thanIs towards
Must
SALE
FOR
exception
New York Americans, has recovered conecrninu Arizona shows that Phoe ! itbut true, seems a present
will sell my piano at a bargain. Ad que, N. M.
O. N. MARRON, President. D. A. McPHERSON, Tic PrMMeaA.
Texas had been a sovereign re
from the Injuries received in a collis nix has enjoyed a healthy increase in public
dress, B. O., this office
PHYSICIANS.
a
as
prior
3. B. HERNDON, Cashier. ROT McDONALD, Aasistaat Oaofeier.
to
its
admission
ion with Short9tnp Elberfeld. and has receipts durlnu; the fiscal year ending
busl
good
A
FOR SALE Oil TRADETue- - state, and when it came Into the un
Mc
D.
M.
MAHAFFEY,
returned to the practice of law in June 3, I'.ior,, saB the Gazette.enjoyed
property.
I.
A. L.
l..
ness for city
ion there was a stipulation that its
Gotham. Fnltz lias about made up son and JJouglus have also
Spadden. 300 South Broadway.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
might at any time lie divld- his mini! to retire from the came for increases, but the other two of the lerriiory
a
rent,
Room 25, Whiting building, over
Foil SALE Furniture; for
d into four separate states."
six leading cities have gone backall time.
Vann's drug store. Automatic
Call at 321 North Fourth
house
ward.
410.
telephone,
12 a. m.
Give
Stomach
Your
Rest.
between
and
street,
O'Brien began training last Wed
The receipts of the Phoenix oliice
Nothing
indigestion
will
that
cure
Hardman
A
$'!2.-lliFOR
SALE
hanusome
DR. R. L. MUST,
ESTABLISHED 1878
0 "OLD R PLIABLE'
neday for his coming fight witii for 1!I04 were $:l0,!lnii; for P.iu"..
digest the food, itself, and
in fine condition and almost
niano.
for doesn't
Robt. Fitxsimmons. Fitz has been in
Tucson for Ut5. i4,iiSti;
eA
give
Bldg.
You
rest.
tho
can't
stomach
Armijo
T.
particuN.
Office,
bargain.
.:
For
$17,-7:'new,
a
at
1U0.',
active training for two weeks, but yi4. $21.5t;n; Prescott, for
L- B- 5
pect that a weak stomach will regain
Tulverculosis treated with
lars, call at this office.
"Philadelhpia Jack" has been in such
$17,71,".; Bisliee, for 1!)05
for
get
well
it
strength
Ger
when
its
and
and
Current
Electrical
Douglas,
you
in
condition since his meeting wllh Al $17.01.0; f1)r P.I04. $1.S.31!I;
FOR SALE OH TRADE Are
to do the full work that
given eacn ""j
for 1004. $11.2'.Mi. compelled
Kaufman he deemed it unnecessary for lOii'., $12,2,40;
terested in mines? I have some micide.8 a. Treatments
You
should
do.
stomach
sound
m. to 4 p. 111. Trained nurse
to begin hard work until now.
said to be good deals. Talk with from
Prescott has almost stood still in the wouldn't expect a sick horse to got
way of receipts, her income being Just well
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad- - in attendance, ltoth 'phones.
when it is compelled to do a full
Everybody, from the
presiway.
DR. J. D. NUSBAUM
fifteen dollars less for this year l hull day's work every day of the week.
dents to the water boys, having been last.
FOR SALE A
perfect
Is
Dyspepsia
a
Kodol
Cure
Interviewed end expressed unanimous
Bisliee s slump amounted to $1,2.'9,
shotgun; bran new; Practice limited to diseases of Nose,
and digests the food regardopinion that ihere will be no consoli- while the increase In Tucson was $2.- Throat and Lungs.
Q Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
used : one of the
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been
never
your
stomach.
dation of the National and American 523. Douglas's increase was $1,i50, less of the condition of
Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
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of
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Tho
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best
Belching,
Indigestion,
Sour
Leagues, why not drop the subject and that of Phowiix was il.lSM. Relieves
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m 3 to 5 p. m.
fice for particulars
- Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
and reopen the debate on the never-ol- These figures are for the average Stomach, and all stomach disorders.
Telephones:
FOR SALE Cheap, one or two good
Sold by all druggists.
AND
subject, 'Resolved, that the foul monthly income for one year.
C. H. CONNOR, M. D., D. O.
saddle uonles and one gentle family
strike rule should
abolished."
Osteopathic physician and surgeon
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a
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to
also
horse:
OFFICIAL MATTERS
DOCKETED
ALBUQUERUE, N. M. G
wagon. Ap President New Mexico Board of Osteoseated rig for
Western borsemen think Jockey MANY CASES
successfully
FOR SUPREME COURT"
pathy.
All
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Highland
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at
Radtke. who is riding at the Oakland
building
Appointed.
Office in Barnett
Notaries Public
treated.
Forty cases have been filed In the
track, Ih the best race rider that has
LOST.
The following notaries public have
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developed since Tod Sloan's time. office of J. D. Sena, clerk of the Sn
A.
Miguel
by
fox
tsrrier;
Governor
LOST A
been appointed
phones. Sundays by appointment.
Radtke is a Chicago boy and has been preme Court at Santa re, and he is Oiero:
white all over except a yellow spot
riding horses less than six months. now preparing the docket for the com
That's all the price of the stamp
FALL TERM.
on head. Liberal reward will be
Clara 1L Olsen, Santa Fe, Santa Fe
These casos are enousu
Ills style of riding greatly resembles ing session.
H. McCune, Roswell,
Graham.
county;
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Warren
return
Robert
to
for
never more than the price of two 2
court,
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at
the
time
to
of
the
take
Opens
College
Albuquerque Business
that of Sloan, as he crouches low
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being
Is
way
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docket
least
the
the
FOUND.
1905.
4,
over his mount and by gentle methods
Monday, September
cents or 4 cents. You know what
Postoffice Established.
A
gets everything possible out of the arranged, until January 30th. The
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
Two keys attached together
A postoffice has been established at FOUND
supreme,
court
that unaiis these chilly mornings and
of
term
the
territorial
Eng
Typewriting,
horse he rides.
with cord. Owner can secure same ship, Shorthand,
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office
and
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by
calling
this
POSTAGE
to
Cruz,
two
miles
served from Santa
The management of the Hudson A term for 190ti begins January 3d.
ing.
for this notice.
the south. George Anton, formerly of
C, In New ork, seems to be under
SESSION.
DAY AND EVENING
A BRAIN WORKER.
Santa Fe, lias been appointed postBUSINESS EXCHANGE.
STAMP
the guidance of a man who has at
For particulars, call or address
master.
least six ounces of brains. Gus Ruh-llTO EXCHANGE Good Improved city
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
Incorporation.
Articles of
tried to arrange for a sparring Must Have the Kind of Food That
property for vacant lots. T. L. McR. O. STOLL. Secy.
TO
The following Articles of incorporaNourishes Brain.
bout before the club the other day
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
building, East Railroad ave
Llbrarv
of
office
tiled
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tion have been
hut was turned down with the stateI
some
ranches nue.
TO EXCHANGE
have
I am a literary
man whose nervous .1. W. Uaynolds, secretary of the terment that no noted prize fighters
HEAT
to trade for city property. T. L.
ASSAYERS.
need apply. Ruhlin asked for an ex energy is a great pari of my stock in ritory :
Broadway.
300
South
McSpadden,
The Relief association of Hie clergy
planation and was told that nothing trail., and ordinarily I have little
If they can be had at this price tne
A
McSPADUEN
The exchange man.
CORBET 4. COLLINS,
would draw the wrath of the author- patience with breakfast foods and the of the diocese of Santa Fe, N. M. The
exchanges.
him
United
for
See
business
Engineers.
Mining
Civil
Arch
and
Rev.
should be great it is great.
demand
Most
are:
incorporators
ities down on the club quicker than exiravauam claims made; by them.'
300 South Broadway.
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ROOM
by springing a few well known fight- Bui
cannot withhold my knowledge bishop P. Bourgade. Santa Fe: Rev
ASSAYERS.
A FEW FEET OF GAS
Anthony. Fourchigu, vicar general
Furious Fighting.
ers on the public. The boxing game of i ui debt tliiit I owe to Giaiie-Nius- .
"For set en years." writes George East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
"I discovered Ion 4 ago that tlte very Santa Fe: Rev. Anthony Jouvenceau,
is In the soothing syrup class In New
This means a warm room in a
Hoffman, "of Harper. Wash., I
was Park View; Rev. .1. George Splinters W.
York and will require caroful nursing bulkiness of the ordinary diet
RAILROAD TICKETS.
Gal had a hitler
w t'h
chronic
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not ca.cislai.-lo give one a clear Chanerito: Rev. G. J. Juillard.
to get it through a hard winter.
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the points, go to Paulsen's Association
and cured niv diseases
always felt heavy
rate thinking.
THROWN FROM WAGON
and slugvtlsh in mind as well as lsdy abled members of the coris.ration use of Elec t l ie Bitters. I unhesitat Rialroad ticket ofllce. Railroad tickets
in all size at very small prices.
recommend them to all, and bought, sold and exchanged.
AND INSTANTLY KILLED after eating the ordinary meal, whlchi ihe said corporation has no capital ingly
The life of the corporation don't Intend in ihe future to be withdiverted tin blood troni the brain
will be fifty years.
out them in the house. They are
digestive apparatus.
CAPT. REUBEN HILL, A PIONEER the"I ried foods easy of digest ion. hut
The Albuquerqua Gas, Electric Light & Pcwer Company
WILLING HELPERS.
certainly a wonderful medicine, to
OF ARIZONA. THE VICTIM.
have cured such a bad caso as mine."
What's tlte use of a helper, if
found llieiii usually deficient in uutii- - ANT JUDGE PARKER REAPPONTED
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he isn't willing? Willingness is
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was instantaneous.
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says the Phot-niGazette.
the time for you. Il is the best
203 W. Railroad
At Consistent Prices
Don't buy a cow before you see them.
Capt. Hill was in the city, in com- - ment that so many other prepared Judge Parker, says I lie Sien a County
and most economical publicity in
Advocate.
The request is timely. Prices will be right. The cows can
panv with Arthur K. Poole, a young IoimN lack.
tho world.
"I bad not been using it very long Judge Parl.er stands high in the es- - bo seen
English mining man, who is employed
at Bliieber's garden, old tow n,
found out h it t I was turning teem of all of lint people in his judic-lli- on their arrival.
J t. t t t t
t
t
liv the Palace Gold and Conner com-- . bet,
square dealings ami
pany of Boston, to which firm Capt. out an iinus.ia ouantiiy and quality of- tja ,isti ici.
in Mad Chase.
borough knowledge of conditions
iuiii d
has denionsiratFor any pain from top to toe, from
Hill's holdings in lite Cave creek dis- woi l.. Coin
after
mad
chase
in
Millions
rush
on
any
my
entire
cause apply Dr. Thomas' Electric
to
thatj make him olio of Ihe best jtnlues
AND CHICAGO L UM B ft
trict have been bonded. They t for ed
from one extreme of faddlsm
utaiiis all the clo- the bench in New Mexico.
till. Pam can't stay where il is used. health,
lood
o'clock in the Grape-NutCave creek about
only
would
they
if
when,
another,
to
HERMAN-WILLIAMBUILDING
Always
PAINT
,1
PAPER
neit'
hv the brain aim
afternoon, and were about a mile ami Iliellt neeili
eat good food and keep their bowels
...
Ivsuelisla is America's curse.
mt.r-.iu- u..
Here's Your Chance.
working pubover.
L)nl.(
pa.,efi
Cemert,
a half from the camp when a wagon ton.-- svstini of the hard
regular with Dr. King's New; Life
conquers dyspep
Victor Talking Machine Records reeconomical, full
dock's Blood
UI VO I
1UUCBI,
pass
wheel ran into a rut and Capt. Hill lic writer," Name given by I'ostuni sia every time. It drives out linptiri duced at I.earnard & Lindemann's.
would
all
troubles
Pills,
their
Doors,
PaiDt,
ete.
Glass,
Sash
measure.
Mich.
was thrown out. The horses were Co.. Ibitlle Creek,
records, formerly $1, now C0c away. Prompt relief and quick cure
There's a reason. Head the little lies, loins the stomach, restores per
traveling pretty fast t the time and
at
25c
ilver
" $1. for
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
"
and stomach trouble;
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
$150,
records,
The Road to Wellvllle." ill feci dig. si Ion, normal weight, and
I. Nik fright ami rau away when Capt. book.
any drug store; guaranteed.
Make your selections now.
good health.
pkfc
Hill fell out.
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PACT. THREE.

CERTIFICATES ARE

EXPOSED?

GIVEN TO NUMBER
New Mexico Teachers Passed
Upon the Same Satur

day
WILL

Afternoon.

HOLD

EXAMINATIONS

The quarterly meeting of the terrl

torial board of education, wnlch

was

held In the office of Prof. Hiram Hafl- ley, nuperintendent of public instruc
tion, In the capltol building, Santa Fe,
adjourned late Saturday evening, at
ter transact Ing all business presented.
All members were present, with the
exception
of Governor Miguel A
Otero and Prof. Peter J. Schnleder
who was unable to attend because of
I

ONE OF OUR THREE REASONS MADE PUBLIC
ALL

SWITCHING

ACROSS

RAILROAD

AVENUE

linos.

The following is a report of the 1m
jiortant matters given consideration:
Certificatei Granted. ,
The first important matter of busi
ness which the board considered was
applications
for professional certifi
cates. Fifteen of the were considered
and the following Vere granted five
year certificates: Miss Sadie Barney,
Santa Fe; Misg NettieMsatella Cof- Tey, feprluger;
Misg Luna Craven,
Carlsbad;
Coleman
Hall Bush, Van
Houten: Miss Amelia Gillilan, Acten;
Don C. Taylor, Albuquerque; Miss Lot
tie Sweet. Ias Cruces; Robert Henry
Templeton. Santa Rosa; Miss Maggie
Marion Mayers, Farmington.
The
last may possibly be given a life cer
tiricate if additional satisfactory information can be furnished. The applications of others were either re
jected or deferred for further consideration.
The committee appointed at the last
meeting of the board to prepare a syllabus In regard to subjects for the
examination
of teachers,
reported
progress. On account of the increasing amount of business that usually
comes before the board, the time for
the regular nieetiugs was changed
from the second Saturday of March,
June, September and December, to 2
o'clock p. ni.. on Fridav of the same
months.
Normal Schools Needed.
After careful discussion it was
unanimously agreed that conditions in
New Mexico are such that provialous
should be made by normal schools and
other standard educational Institutions in the territory, for (ha training of teachers especially to meet the
ocmanus or rural schools, and, therefore, that courses of study should b
prepared which when completed
would legally entitle those who have
taken those respective courses, to a
third grade certificate, a second grade
certificate or a first grade certificate.
A committee was appointed to prepare Buch courses and to submit the
same at another meeting of the board.
As additional explanation
of the
rules governing the board in granting
a
territorial certificates,
resolution
was passed to the effect that it is the
general intention of the board that
WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRApE
those who are granted a five years'
certificate shall be entitled to a life For property at Los Cerrlllos? Cost
of
certificate at the, expiration of the $1,250; trading price, one-hal- f
cost. A Bnap, If you can use the
former.
Certain powers of the territorial property. Don't be afraid to talk
board of education, by resolution, with me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
were delegated to the superintendent Broadway.
or puunc instruction, with power to
New Tailor Shop,
act for the board in cases of emergency in the interim of the meetings.
A. J. MorellL the well known tailor
has reopened a tailor shop on North
Yearly Examinations.
The board, by resolution, determ- First street, where he is ready to
ined to bold an examination once a clean, press and repair ladies' ana
year to accommodate those who wish gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
to apply by examination for territo- Patronage of former customers solicit
rial certificates, and adopteo rules ed.
overnlng the same, with the excepFor Cracked Hands.
tion of prescribing
exactly
the
blanches with their limitations, upon
Rough skin and cracked hands are
which applicants will be examined.
not only cured by De Witt's Hazel
By resolution a committee was ap- Salve, but an occasional application
pointed to
with the terri- will keep the skin soft and smooth.
torial educational association In pre- Best for Eczema, Cuts, Barns, Bolls,
paring a course of study for the com- hue. The genuine DeWitt's Witch
mon schools of the territory, with a Hazel Salve affords immediate relief
view to having It ready for use In the In all forms of Blind, Bleeding, Itchautumn of 1906.
ing and Protruding Piles. Sold by al
druggists.

to be discontinued as soon as workmen can change the yards
No more disagreeable waits or danger in crossing the tracks
going to and from .the

Eats tifBFim Ma amo.
T7 O
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We still have two more good reasons for withdrawing all
unsold lots from the market, for a time, after January 1st.

etter Buy This Month at Present Prices and Terms

$125, $150, $200 per 50 foot

Lot

Only

$10

Down, Balance $1 per Week

SURETY INVESTMENT CO., Owners

WOMAN

DIVORCED

IN

PHOENIX FAIR OPENS CHRISTMAS SANTA FE PRINTERS
ELECT NEW OFFICERS.
Floods Will All Be Over Then, nd
Typographical union No. 405. of
Good Time is Expected,
Santa Fe, held a regular meeting last'
Christmas day has been set for the! Saturday evening In Firemen s hall P
opening of the Arizona territorial fair ann elected omeers lor the nsuing
Presl-;elected were:
at Phoenix. By that time It is expect- - ; y". Those
St urges: vice president.
CA
.ITUCUl C.dentRael;
u
t. P.secretary-treasureml ,larv.or.
that
vim,, mi,
uu.i.ugv 1 i ...II lilt;
B. Orfloods will have been repaired. Work
on tne fair building Is being pushed tiz; executive committer, Robert BowAlarld and Benignio
to completion and the fair officials ler, Canuto
,
John How
have stated that everything will be ftiuni.; sergeant-at-armsin readiness for the grand opening. land.
The fair will continue until the 30th.
Cleai- - the Way.
The
mission cf "Early Risers" is
COMING EVENTS
to clear the way and give Nature full
sway. These famous little pills rid
December 14 Concert, given by the the stomach and bowels of all putrid
Lyric Male quartet, under the auspices matter,
thus removing the causes of
of the Socialist local.
headache, constipation, sallow com
December 16 "Mahara Minstrels." plexion, etc. DeWitt's Little Early
December 22
Frederick
Wade, Risers never gripe or sicken. A safe,
"Mamlet," matinee. "Julius Caesar," pleasant, perfect pill. Mack Hamilton,
evening subject.
hotel clerk at Valley City, N. D..
December 25 "Hooligan In New says: "Two bottles of these Famous
York."
Little Pills cured me of chronic conDecember 27 "Hans Hanson."
stipation." Sold by all druggists.

D. K. B.

SELLERS

Office Manager

JANUARY NEXT WE MOVE TO THE NEW

9

1

r,

STAAB
STOCK

'
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BUILDING

REDUCTION MUST BE FORCED TO CONFORM

WITH OUR NEEDS
As the work of removal is a big undertaking, and to perfect a system that will successfully meet this great emergency we must greatly
reduce our choice and most
stock. Under these circumstances we are obliged to cut deep into the prices. Especially for the
Holiday Shoppers this is the most favorable opportunity for money-savin- g
in buying useful Christmas Presents, such as Rugs, Curtains,
Portieres, Couch and Table Covers, Bed Sets, Pillow Shams, Scarfs!
Sofa Pillows, Cuehions, Lambrequins, Blankets, Comforts, Household
Linens, Etc. Visit our store and keep posted on the things being
done during this Removal Sale.

NOVEMBER WFDS IN DECEMBER

up-to-da- te

MRS. THEODORE GITTINGS, FOR- MERLY
WIFE OF CLERK AT
HOTEL GREEN, WEDS SON OF
SUPERINTENDENT GIBSON
OF
SANTA FE.

'.if

In commenting on the marriage of
lohn W. Gibson of this city to Mrs.
Teodore Gitllngs of Pasadena, Cal.,
the ceremony lieing performed In this
'lty, the Los Angeles Examiner says:
Divorced from her husband on
charges of cruelty, preferred by him,
ii Novemlur
llltu, the former Mrs.
Theodore Giuings, young wife of the
thief clerk of the Hotel Green In
Pasadena, is now Mrs. JoTin W. Gibson, wife of the young son of Superintendent E. J. Gibson of the Santa
Fe railroad.
The marriage which would have
meant bigamy, if performed in California, as the decree granted was interlocutory, and marriage was prohibited inside of a year, was performed
Ht Albuquerque, N. M
late Tuesday
afternoon.
The young woman went to Albiiliierque, a few days ago, to be mar-'- ,
iied. After the marriage, young Gibn and his wife left for the Grand
Canyon of the Colorado, whence they
"ill go to Chicago to make Iheirj
home.
I
heodore Gitiing Jiul the woman
'ho is the mother of his
dd son, were married five years ago,
n Jackson, Mich., where Mrs. Bennett, the young girl's mother, was well
Vnown. At the time of the wciding
"Wie bride was 13 and the groom 55.
The evidence at the trial of the divorce case, at which Mrs. Gittlngs'
resent husband was referred to.
Iiouglit out the fact that Mrs.
had said:
"Get your divorce. I want you to
j?et It. The servants will give you the
evidence."

TheWinning&troke
If more than ordinary skill i i playing brines the honors of the
name to the winning phiyt r, so exc;'':
iivri;; in r. r""nvJv
ensures the commendation of the wvll ir.ro;:! :..'.!, .;.",. as a ru.
able amount of outdoor life r.nd recrcatioa is conducive
and strength, so does a perfect laxative t n J to w.
improvement in cases of constipation, biliousner.-;headache,
etc. It is
however, in selecting, u laxative, to
choose one of known quality and excellence, ' the ever p'.e:;
Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California Fl;' Syrup
Co., a laxative which sweetens and cleanses the system effectually, when a laxative is needed, without any u i'M. asant ait r
effects, as it acts naturally and gently on the ine rnal organs,
simply assisting nature when nature needs assistance, without
griping, irritating, or debilitating the internal organs in any way,
as it contains nothing of an objectionable or ir jnrious nature.
As the plants which are combined with the fi, s in the manufacture of Syrup of Figs are known to physicians to act most
beneficially upon the system, the remedy has met with their
general approval as a family laxative, a fact well worth considering iti making purchases.
It is because of the fact that SYRUP
is a remedy of known quality and excellence, and applied by
physicians that has led to. its use by .so many millions of well
informed people, who would not use any remedy of uncertain
quality or hferj.'.r reputation,
hviry 'fjrrtl'v shi ul J have a
bottle of the genuine on hand at all ti r
use when a
laxative remedy is require J. l'leas-- to 'rne:i;her that the
genuine Syrup of F':.'s
s.ii.' in, l it'd S of one
"i!y, by".'!! reputai-L-- dru.'gi-;and. th t full r.ar.1..-- of J.e
'
i
company
California Fig S.u.j C.
j
print .1 en
i"
- IV,' '!:'
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r
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305 West Railroad

Elks'OperaHousel;
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Git-lir.g- s

OF FIGS

KILLED TWO DAYS
BEFORE WEDDING.
Such is the Sad Story from Los Angeles About a Young Man.
Many las Vegans will remember
Miss Mai'ie Weller, niece of Mrs. I.
K. Lewis, who spent last winter at
has Vegas, siiys ilie Optic. Word has
been received in this city from lis
ngeles that the young man to whom
Miss Vel!"i- was tj be married was
lulled by bis brother only two days
before 'h
date set for the wedding. Th vomer lady's friends iu the
city will lie much grieved to hear of
the sad occurrence.

MAHARA'S

OOCXXX)OOCOOOC)OOOOC)CXXOOO

An Xmas
n would be too bad if you
should take your girl out for a driY
and jour wheel came off or your gear-in- s
gave out iu any way. Be prepared
for the merry Yuletlde by having your
carriage overhauled and put lu good
coiuli ion.
it won't cost you much
mid v.'". make your mind easy for the
wini.T. wv will do it in flibU-lasstyle and iu prompt order,
llu-akdo-

PART.
Olio and Pleating

VaudevilleNovelties
JOLLY COMKDIAXS.

cooi) looking coimrci) cmkls.
til.N'c; IIKAL'TIKI

Dancing That
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e

LLV.

ALBUQULRQUE CARRIAGE

ft Graceful.

Refreshing Coon Songs.

-

L- -

Memlier of Hoard of Optumetry
Examiners.

BIG

GRAND ELEVATED SCENIC FIRST
PART
STRONG SECOND

THAT
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joNK
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MKKIIV .IIXOI. K IX Till:
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STREET PARADE AT NOON
HIGH

!
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t'oncert
I'llces

A

at 7:11" p. in
rii'c,
unl $1.
on Kile Friday, Dei

7c

prescribed by us.

AVE.
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Minstrel Carnival
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all glasses

Optical Co.
Bobber GOLD

!

four-year-

Avenue

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES

For the reason that we can guarantee

6th

SATURDAY,
DECEMBER

305 West Railroad

Avenue
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WHsiesale

t iq .or

and

CO.
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Dealers

Exclusive Ageuts for Yellowstone and O. K. ( Whiskies. Moet
CiianiPm Wnite sal Champague. St. Ixiuis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos.
Milwaukee Uoltled Heirs, and owners and dlatrlbutora
o' the AUvarxdo Whiskey. Write to-.- our Illustrated Catalogue aad
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 139. Salesroom, Hi South
Altiuij jerque. New MeiltO.
.
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The Industrial Spirit
Tho power of the business element in iolttirn

XXXX0X)XXXX0O0O0XX0XXXXXX
s

de-

plored by the Kev. Dr. Chas. D. Williams, newly fleeted
In a magazine
a bishop In the Episcopalian church.
srtlrle he pleads for a larger plaro for religion in polities.
U;wr opening f"r
Every man wants
And so it Roes.
th particular interest which Is nearest his own heart.
Kellgion Is a bishop's business, and naturally he wants
other people's business to make more room for his own.
The domination of industry und commerce over politics is nothing new and perhaps not so alarming as it
seems.
Politics Is secondary to commercialism in true
It ever has been so and ever
Importance to the public.
will bo so.
There is not him: paramount to industry.
The comReligion itself is linked to it. hand In hand.
mand of Chrifitlauily Js to oe "diligent In business, fervent In spirit, serving the Ixird." The diligence of the
one and the fervency of the other are both alike Bcrving
the Lord, but the Apostle puts the business first. It la
tnie that there is a certain kind of diligence in business
which is evil, and so there is a zeal which is not according to knowledge, yet It remains that political doctrines, and religious doctrines as well, that lo not promote the industrial spirit and Industrial interests are
visionary and false and ought to dio.
instinct Is the lowest in
The mere money-gettin- g
human nature; but this Is not to he confounded with the
industrial spirit which projects enterprise and sets the
heart of mankind thrilling with hope, purpose, effort. It
is through lalor that the human race is working out its
Let general Idleevolution, moral as well as physical.
n
ness prevail for a single year, and the wheels of
It is industry that
would slip back a century.
It
has Klven man purpose and efficiency and comfort.
It Is the great
naa 'levated and chastened his Ideals.
civilizing, the great moralizing, the great spiritualizing
force of the 'world In all ageb.
rlvil-Izatio-

Mining Industry
Our
newspaper man
H!erldaa,
well
the

who
knokn
now ho ably fills the position of mine inspector for New
Mexico, is largely quoted by Socrelary HttchcoCk, In his
report to the president for the department of the interior,
which was made public last Saturday.
Mr. Sheridan's report contains many matters of interest concerning New Mexico coal mines. The Citizen
gathers the following as among the more interesting and
important:
The forco engaged in coal mining In this
territory during the year treated consisted of 2043 men
and S9 boys, counting both underground and outside emTwo
ployes.
There were but five fatal accidents.
The
mines were abandoned and six put into operation.
product shipped from the. mines wa 1.610,210 tons, an
The
increase of 15.626 tons over the previous year.
Fuel oils at present
value is estimated at $2,272,616.
have taken the place of New Mexico coal to the extent
The production of coke
of 1,000,000 tons annually.
reached 76.736 tons, or more than twice the amount of
This was worth at the
the prevlotiB year's production.
The number of ovens in operution was
ovens $230,211.
but 20!i, but 300 more are In process of const ruction, wit.,
the probable addition of 200 mare.
Mr. Sheridan makes several important recommendations, looking to the elimination of accidents from care
lessness.
He would hold the miner as well aa the mine
owner responsible for negligence; would have the tele
phone substituted for the metal speaking tube; an effi
explosions; the appoint
cient preventive of coal-dunient of a commission of experts for the production of
a flanieless explosive; restriction to be placed upon
"shooting off the solid," which means blasting coal with
He reiterates
out preparatory cutting or tinderraining.
the desirability of a geologicna survey of the territory.

J.

K.

There is only one modern Hal house it Philadelphia,
perhaps half a dozen modern hotels, and no tenements
There Is no large
such as other cltlca have by the acre.
proletariat In the city, and such as exist is din- to the
As a rule the Philadel-phla- n
Influx of derelicts from abroad.
There are
is well employed the year around.
about "00,1100 residences in the fit v more than
New York and Indou combined and most of them are
Almost 200,000
owned ly the people who live iu them.
houses with six or seven rooms
of them are two-stor- y
and a bath, generally a sizeable back yard, and In the
newer section, a little front yard and a porch. Mechanics
buy, these houses through the building associations and
Such houses cost
mortgages from the trust companies.
from $2,000 to 94,000 aplce the latter would seem like
They rent at $12 io
mansions to many New Yorkers.
Those who
$25 a nionh, with an average of about $16.
are aware of what rents are in other cities can Bee that
in this respect the Philadelphlan is much better off than
most of his neighbors.
This Insularity, due to the original vluiige system,
Philadelphtans as a
Is enhanced by the home feeling.
men With families.
rule are sober and
When a man cornea home from work it Is not necessary
to fly to the nearest saloon to get a comfortable place to
sit. Jle has his little parlor, his back yard, or his front
step. There are hundreds of miles of streets to be seen
on any summer night In Philadelphia where father an
mother sit on the porch or steps and enjoy the sports
The man does not care
of the children in the streets.
for the street corner; the home spirit seems to be dominant.
If he were not comfortable at home he would go
where he could enjoy himself, and many of them oo.
But It ought to he plain that peoplo who stick so closely
to the heartstone are more conservative thun those who
flock out of human beehives to the streets as soon as
The Philadelphlan Is called
they have their meals.
slow because he is not prone to run off after some new
bleu.
He Is like the farmer iu the recesses of his home- Because the home
steHd who ponders before he acts.
Is so largely developed and because the city Is composed
almost exclusively of native Americans and Germans,
the women have a much wider Influence In Philadelphia
than anywhere else In America, and they exercise tt.
Joseph M. Rogers In Review of Reviews.

st

The (Statehood Problem
Senator Beverldg will again lead the fight in

the

seriate for the bill to admit Oklahoma and Indian Terri
tory as one state and New Mexico and Arizona as another. He and President Roosevelt are agreed in favor
of these measures, the erection of the four territories
into two states having been recommended in the president's message.
Hope of separate statehood for Arizona has prompted
some of the people of that territory to oppose the proit Is probable, however,
posed union with New Mexico.
says the Denver Republican, that this opposition will decline in the face of the expressed preference of the president and other leading members of the republican party
ill favor of Joint statehood.
Communities so sparsely inhabited as New Mexico
and Arizona would lie sure to coalesce in Hie course of a
Jew years as their population increased through the settlement of people possessing no local prejudices of any
kind.
The sympathies of all such new .settlers would
be awakened in behalf of the united commonwealth, and
ultimately a vast majority of the Inhabitants would be of
that mind. OpMsition to union on account of the ue
ve.lopnv'iit of local peculiarities' would, therefore, lose its
force, and In its stead would come pride in the larger and
greater state, the broader opportunities and the promise
of u more glorious future.

Free
Hides Proposed
Covering, of Massachusetts,

W. C.

has introduced in
the house a bill abolishing the import duty on hides.
Here is where New Mexico needs two senators and a
congressman. Instead of a voteless delegate.
Here Is
an unanswerable argument for Htatehood, and that at
ouce.
fiscal year New Mexico
shipped 40,000
With free importation, Canada and Mexico could
hides.
Hood the country, bringing down largely the value of this
of the cattle, sheep and goat Industry of the
territory, not only lu the l. !, shipped but in the price
of the Jiving animal, which tarries Its hide with it to
How valuable to New Mexico Is the trade In
market.
hldeB and pelts may be gathered from a fact published
by The Citizen last summer, when .1. Minium, the
agent for a Philadelphia house, shipped from Albuquerque one car load of goat skins and sheep pelts,
the value of which reached the neighborhood of $10,001).
Hut being a territory, this valuable asset must be lout to
our people, or saved to us by the people of other sections; for we have neither iword nor power in the settlement of the question.
New-Mexic-

Senator Newlands has offered a railway
new and what may be an important

j

with a

says tin?
Kansas City Times. It provides that, peuding an appeal
from the decision of the Interstate commerce Commission
in a disputed rate case, the railroad shall be required to
deposit iu the treasury of the United Slates all moneys
collected In excess of the rate ordered by the commission. If tlie appeal is sustained theu the deposited money would be refunded.
If denied, tho money would be
restored to the shippers from whom It was unjustly collected.
The presumption is that iu mo&t lusiauces or
appeal under the proposed regulation of rates by the
commission t be railways would first secure an Injunction restraining the commission from putt
the rates
into effect.
This is a recourse against which no ra'e
It is a right under the general
law can make provision.
laws.
The burden of appeal l.enii; put on the railroads
they would probably carry up only such cases as they
Hut
would have reasonable hopes of baing overruled.
they should not be permitted, by the device of an injunction, to collect the old rate pending the result of such an
appeal.
The Newlands suggestion Is wot Hi considering.
piovi.skm,

i

The- New
Mexico
School
ol
Socorro Chieftain:
Mines, located at Socorro, is second to no oilier educational institution in tho territory lu point of etlleieut,
practical service to young men In attendance.
The
school now lias more advanced technical' hi u ten's than
lu fact, th institution was never before
ever before.
in as prosperous a condition lu all respects as now, aud
those responsible for this pleasing siatt? of affairs don't
care who knows it.
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Tree Sparing From
Poiirat

of

Seinitaimi.eaat
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A fine, vigorous oak tree, nearly four feet in diameter, was cut down in the city of Dcs.Moines recently
A little care
because it was in the way of a contractor.
It took nature a long time,
would have saved the tree.
With ax anil saw it was
centuries, to grow l lie tree.
destroyed in an hour.
To hini who loves a noble tree the sight was a touching one.
There lay the kingly giant stretched out at
full length dead in his place.
The good monarrh had
fallen from his throne and uoue were so poor as to do
While it stood upright and faced the
him reverence.
world what a history was told by Its whispering ienve!
The weary tribes of the wandering feet had been shelWhen the paleface came he rested
tered by its shade.
Happy ehJidren
under its arches towering to the skies.
have found iu It a friend. The tree had long ago earned
tts right to be iu the place where it stood. When the
fierce gust of winter days long, long ago pitched upon It
The wind served but. to help it in
the tree stood firm.
In .the
its struggle downward and outward and upward.
battle with the storm it girt its lelt or bark more tightly
around its forat, toughened its fibres for the fray and
drove Us roots deeper down. The tree had done IU beat.
It had held for hundreds of yearn the plane nature .gave
it to defend.
Some day not far .away the man who diopa down a
tree lu a city, save by public permission and dire neres
slty, will le sent to prison, where he belongs.
And the
sentence will be pronounced in the name of decency and
of art and of gratitude, in the name of Hie thousands
who have used the tree and in the name of Tittle children
h its shelter.
who have played
Spare the trees
Spare them most of all in the town which needs them ho
much. Spare them in their youthful vigor and in their
grandeur and old age.
In the hope or beaity .spun-- )
Spare them in the spirit of gratitude.
Spare
them.
them In the name of 5od whose goodness thpy .vpeak.
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Another Nation in

Some time last evening sneak
thieves plundered the camp or Antonio Orlcgo. near the Santa Ke
tracks on Tlperas avenue, carrying
awey tho harness, new stove and a
number of p.n kages, Including a sad
dle and bridle. The police were ap
pealed to and following their lnstru.-tiona large part of the goods taken
were found si cited in the weeds Just
east of the Sams Ke tracks and north
of Tijeras awme. Thp articles yet
missing Include a set of harness and
the saddle.
Is a ranchman
at
Antonio riii'-uPagosa, ami is in the city to buy sup-- j
plies. He was down town trading!
when the fhefi was perpetrated.

Christmas Neckwear
IT MATTERS NOT HOW MANY CHRISTMAS GIFTS A MAN MAY R EC RIVE. HE WILL ALWAYS
HE EXPECTINO SOMETHING VERY HANDSOME IN THE WAY OF

s,

.

DON'T DISAPPOINT HIM.
WE HAVE A BEAUTIFUL, LINE OF CHRISTMAS NECKWEAR, IX EVERY
AND STYLE
SHAKE
THAT IS CORRECT.
MANY OF THE SILKS AND SHAPES ARE CONFINED TO US FOR THIS LOCALITY AND CANNOT
BE FOUND ELSEWHERE.
WE HAVE THE CHOICEST CREATIONS OF THE

COURT

POLICE

Leading Neckwear Makers

Louie Scclainli. an Italian, who in
to pose as a king.
was ushered info police court this
morning. A walking rag bag is
Not a garment that hangs to
is
his really picturesque make-uminus a slit or a tear. Two piercing
eyes shine radiantly through a heavy,
dark, unkept beard, and
two red
circlets of skin near the" cheek bones,
the only part of the face visible, by
the way, suggest a countenance that
is wentherbeaten by winds and storms
of many moons past.
"Do you understand English?" the
picture" from life's other side was
asked by Chief McMillin.
"No," bluntly responded his excellency of the highyway domain.
"I guess you do," said the chief.
Alsiut all the Information Judge
the
Crawford could elicit from
f (ranger was that he was a native of
Italy.
"I sentence you to ten days on the
streets," said the court, finally.

hobo annals,

THERE IS ONLY ONE PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY CHOICE NECKWEAR, AND THAT IS AT A
MAN'S STORE.
"HE'LL" BE SURE TO LIKE HIS TIE IF IT COMES FROM HERE, FOR WE LEAD THE TOWN IN
NECKWEAR, SILK MUFFLERS, FANCY SUSPENDERS AND SILK HANDKERCHIEFS.

Sec-land- i.

MAHARA'S

M. MANDBLL, Hoc Clothing and Furnishing
oooooooooo ooocoocooooo oooooooo

M
has been, since the celebration became a custom, one of its most
celebrated features. Every age has done Its best to glorify with
melody this greatest of all festivals.
A visit to our store will show you that the present century
lias reached the highest point of perfection in musical instruments.
See and hear the beautiful CHICKERING BROS., BUSH &
LANE, ELLINGTON, HOWARD, VICTOR, PRICE & TEEPLE, and
the many other makes of pianos exclusively sold by us In tue
south west.
Our prices and terms place musical instruments within the
reach of every home, no matter how humble.
The largest stock of VICTOR TALKING MACHINES AND
RECORDS can be seen and heard at

MINSTRELS

THE NEW OPERATIC

MINSTREL

BOOM.

It is always pleasant to look forward to a real up to date performance
of minstrelsy, and the new Mahara
Musiculo' minstrels is among the re
cent elKiny productions of the cur
rent season. Critics liave been pro
fuse In. their praise of the unique
company together with the superb
scenic environment wfluch Manager
Mahara has supplied this attraction
which has been called a work of art
From a musical standpoint the Ma
hara company Is superior In every
particular, the musical melange be- lug an immense treat in itself. The
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
festive vaudevillian also furnishes a1
Established in 1900.
big part of the entertainment, and;
:
numerous other attractive features
placp Mahara's Operatic
Minstrel
boom on a par with the best. A
splendid street parade will be given
T03 LATE TO CLASSIFY
on the day of the performance. At
night the company appears at the
FOR SALE At 1109 Kent avenue,
Elks' opera house, Decemliet1 1C.
Including new
household goods,
porch
range,
rockers,
carpets,
Notice.
Administrator'
swing and bicycle. Call mornings,
In the matter of the estate of Meuna
this week.
Toeffer, deceased.
unhereby
given
is
Notice
ttiat the
DOING TREMENDOUS BUSINESS.
dersigned administrator of the estate
of Menna Toeffer, (Kaeufer) deceased,
Since Learnard & Lindemann made
has filed in the probate court of Ber- a cut In the price of their musical Innalillo county. New Mexico, a final re- struments at the Gold avenue store,
port of all hla acts and doing as Bitch they have had their hands full atadministrator, and the said probate tending to the Increased trade. On
court has fixed Tuesday, the 12th day an average, one piano a day has been
of January, I90, as the day upon sold by the popular and enterprising,
which all objections to said report, dealers, while the Victor talking ma-- ;
and final accoant ntay be heard, and chine records have been disappearing
the application of the undersigned to like hot cakes. When It Is realized
be discharged as such administrator that
records that have sold
may be considered.
for $1 now go at sixty cents, and that.
All parties In interest are required
records that are regularly sold
to take notice accordingly.
for $1.50, now sell at $1, this great
HENRY F. KAEUFER.
rush can be accounted for somewhat.
Administrator.
But a hundred and one other articles
JOHN H. S TIN CLE.
are just as cheap. If yon are in doubt
A'linupy for Administrator.
&
about it, just call on Learnard
Lindemann and learn that "seeing Is
LADIES' TAILORING.
believing."
Madam Gross, of New York city, Is
YES. THE LYRIC M ALE
now ready to receive customers. Call,
FURNITURE,
WILL SING AT PUBLIC LIand imagine you are calling at
BRARY HALL THURSDAY
IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
in New York city. You will
DECEMBER 14.
ART SQUARES.
receive work equal to theirs. One
trial will convince the most fastidious
The Brotherhood of Railway Trainlady that. Madam Gross understands men will give their fourth annual
Goods,
her Tiusiness.
Railroad avenue, over ball on February 11. VMH, at ihe Elks'
B. IUeld's.
Room 2.
hall.

I

LEARNARD & LINDEMANN'S
206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
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FOR CHRISTMAS COOKING.
The finest flour is an absolute
essential, especially for cakes
and pastry.
The "Empress"
brand is a flour that never vet
has been surpassed in any particular. Its flavor Is fine and
delicate. It has fine body, and
full of those nutritious qualities so desirable In a family

i

flour.

i
t

M. BERGER
114

West Copper Avenue.
Wholesale Agent

'

HOUSE

10-In-

h

la. oir

ffto. ir 2a.iL
Installment Plan

i

Ault-man'-

Easy Payments

s

1
STOVES. RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

s,

Household

Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADAILE &

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Japan has benevolently assimilated
The
Korea.
treaty recently signed by the two governments virtually
makes Korea a province of Japan. Or, as the language
of the treaty puts It, these two countries are to be united
"until the moment arrives when It Is recognized that
Korea has attained national strength."
It is pertinent
to say that the moment referred to will be far removed.
Th. whole thing is a case of the lion and the lamb lying
down together
with the lamb inside the lion.
JaM kas grabbed Korea because it could, because
It is strong and Korea Is weak.
The treaty with Russia
gave Japan io right to Korea. That treaty simply ceded
Japan the supremacy as against Russia.
Aud the
treaty with
Korean government signed the
Japan under duress.
Korea really
It was a holdup.
ceases to be a nation.
It has no voice in its general
government.
It has no representation at the seats of
foreign governments.
It is extinguished.
Why do the nations o fthe world make no protest
over this bodily grabbing of a nation?
Hecause they
keep in mind the saying, "Let. him that Is without sin
cast the first stone"

Christmas Tie
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Albuquerqjo

Foundry and

Works 0

Machine

R.
MALL, froprlmtor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Car; ghaftlagt,
Pulleys. Grade Bars, Baoblt Metal; Columni and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
ft o air on Mining mnit Mill Mmohlnmry m ipoelmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuq.uerqu, N.

f

0

0

ON

ed

I

Mexican Drawnvork

of the season Is our
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Sure you will be sending some Christmas preseuts
by mall to your friends.
And here Is a pointer from the
postmaster general's office.
He cautious everyone io
be careful about putting the right amount of stamps on
the mailed matter.
Why? Hecause you ought not to cheat vour government out of lis due.
Hecause you ought not to make
extra work for the overburdened postofflce clerks.
Be
cause you ought not to delay the package you send to
your friend or make him pay exira postage to get it.
It is a little thing, but there are so many persons
who merely guess ad to the amount of postage necessary,
and when the clerks find that it is not enough, they bold
up your present.
therefore, when you send your token
by the mail, told your love In the pift, for eveii rich gifts
arc poor if the giver prove unkind wrap your affection
In the package, and bo sure to put on the right stamps.
Katoii Range: Thy indications lire that congress will
offer New .Mexico and Arizona statehood bv consolidating
1'iesl.lent Roosevelt recommends It, Senator
the two.
Hevcriilge and other prominent republican party leaders
ay it is the only kind of statehood that will bo offered
us and the eastern politicians, as a whole, are jealous
of the west and will hold down western. Influence In tho
seiiHte to the minimum.

store full of entirely new offerings for
goods that will not be found in other store.

Christmas

car-

fS00

December 23
A

great

pet and rug sale, for you can't
iieat It. We are showing some
of the handsomest Velvets and
Brussels, at per
m yarn

WILL BE CONTINUED UNTIL
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Good Free Advice
ot Christmas Gifts

THE WINNING SAIL

LUCE CURTAINS

shoppe.'
All

xpt chilly

ate

lllnel me
i

trie tive lot of
l.ai e Curiains, at prices that you
askrd ti pay tor curiam two or three seasons old.

li
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BENHAM INDIAN STORE
OPEN EVERY NIGHT.

205 GOLD

School Books and Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

Supplies
Kodaks and l'htographic
Fine Stationery. Huyler's & Lowney's Candiea
We do Printing and Developing for Amateurs
Hum man

0.
BARNETT

A. MATS ON & COMPANY

BUILDING

205 WEST RAILROAD

o

The McBrain Furniture Co.

Cor. Railroad Ave. and First St.

AVE.

i

V1I

K

Santa

G

s
s

AVENUE.

TO DI NK AVlOIr.
F"o

Restaurant

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS
service a la carte, Day and NlghL Private dinln g rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS
AND GAME
SEASON.
I'tider Savoy Hotel, opposite Pasen3er Motel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.
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HOME MERCHANTS

OUR

ARE

ENTERPRISING, AND LOYAL CITIZENS

WILLlf
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Mdwanm Sale
Jlnias Fiefs

ALWAYS SAVE MONEY BY BUYING OF THOSE WHO ADVERTISE THEIR GOODS
ENEMY OF TAMMANY

WHY IS PRICHARD
AGAINST STATEHOOD?

VISITS ALBUQUERQUE

Friends of the Measure Are
Heartily Amused at
His Conduct.
TURN

THE

Tttt

OH

W.

LEAF

HE

l
received l.y The Citiun
The
part Attoryesterday, telling of
ney Genernl George W. Prichard anil
other New Mexico politicians are taking In the fight against joint statehood at the national capital, brings
to the mind of the writer the conduct
of Mr. Prichard previous to his appointment lo the office of attorney
general, thus obligating himself to
Governor Otero. It's a case of the
sensitive palm of the leaf of the plant
turning with the sun, and basking,
profiting and growing under Its rays.
At the outset of the Joint utatehood
movement no more ardent supporter
of it could be found than Colonel
Oaks, Lincoln
of White
Prichard
county, nd it was quite complimentary to the movement to bave the
Colonel's support. He was an attorney at law of reputation and a gentleman of deep thought, one who had
lived under a territorial form of gov
eminent for many years and was of
wide experience.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell says that
he remembers when Colonel Prichard
him
came to him and congratulated
on the stand he had taken fo Joint
last
Kven In California
statehood.
summer, the writer remembers that
Colonel Prichard took great delight In
talking of the beauties of Joint statehood, to Hon. Marcus Smith, delegate
from Arizona. W. H. Greer was another New Mexican who took delight
in talking Joint statehood to the Hon.
were
.Marcus Smith, and so ardent
these gentlemen in their suport of
joint statehood and so fertile were
their arguments, that Mr. Smith
finally fled to Catalina island in the
Pacific ocean, to escape them.
Then those who witnessed and
heard the able speech made by Colonel Prichard In support of Hon. H.
S. Rodey at the last territorial republican convention, will also remember
that the colonel, immediately after
the convention, made a trip over the
territory campaigning for the nominated candidate. Directly after that
campaign, the politicians who had on
two occasions defeated him for the
appointment of district judge, made
him attorney general.
The Influence Mr. Prichard ought
to have on the members of congress
on the statehood matter, should act
very much as a boomerang.
spi-cia-

te

OF

TIRING

ARIZONA

COPPER QUEEN LEGISLATION
"HOW CAN"' I AFFORD NOT TO
SUPPORT JOINT STATEHOOD?'
MERCHANT.

SAID A TUCSON

"The stories

that the Joint state

hood sentiment is growing in Arizona
are not true," said S. H. Brake, who

travels over the southwest for McFee
& McGinty, a wholesale paint house
at Denver., at the local Santa Fe sta
tion this morning. "The southern el
emenl is strongly in favor of it," con
tinned the salesman, who is a close
observer, as the public knows every
Yankee salesman is.
"On this trip I asked a man who is
a merchant ar Tucson, how he could
afford to support joint statehood. His
answer was: 'How can I afford not
to support it?' "
Mr. Brake talked interestingly on
the subject of statehood. He had Just
returned from a paint selling trip to
the sister territory. He explained that
the people-- of Arizona were just be
ginning to realize how deeply they
Were in the grip of the Copper Queen
and other mining interests of the
southern part of the territory. They
realize that with single statehood, the
mining Interests would control the
state government, as they now do the
territorial government. Under present conditions the mining interests
are growing, but the commercial tfhd
stock interests are terribly hampered.
The sheep men. especially, are overtaxed, and this accounts for the Mexicans of Arizona belns In favor of
joint statehood. When he spoke of
the southern element of Arizona, Mr.
Brake referred to the Texans and
other southerners, who have taken up
their home in Arizona, and the stock
interests of Arizona are largely controlled by Texans. Mr. Brake said
that he believed that if the matter
should conie to a show down, the
would find themselves very
much In the minority in Arizona, as
well as in New Mexico.

FOR THE CHILDREN
WRITE

LETTER
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TWO MEN

SANTA

SCALDED

CONSTABLE SMITH

AT SANTA FE SHOP

WAS

ASSAULTED

P. Hearst Buys Christmas Large Steam Pipe Burst in Mrs. Penick
He Alleges
Boiler With Bad
Present For Mother at
Struck Him in the tye
Results.
Alvarado Curio.
Breaking His Glasses.
MAY

RUN

FOR

GOVERNOR

William Randolph Hearst, newspaper editor and democratic politician, and the man who Is now giving
Tammany the light ot its life for possession of the mayoralty chair of the
city of New York, was an Albuquerque visitor for ten minutes
thU
morning. Mr. Hearst was traveling In
the privacy of a drawing room on the
California limited train, which ar
rived from the east at 12:15 o'clock
and left ten minutes laier for San
Franclsoo.
"I am Just on a visit to my mother
In San Francisco," said the enemy of
i ammany to the reporter, when asked
what his mission on the coast was.
"And I'm going to give her this blanket for a Christmas present," Mr.
Hearst added, as he lifted one of the
finest Navajo rugs In the curio department of the Alvarado.
by
Mr. Hearst was accompanied
Mrs. Hearst. On the evening of De
cember 8 he was tho guest of honor
at a banquet attended ly 2,000 mem
tiers of the Municipal Ownership
league of New York city. A boom
has been started In New York to place
Mr. Hearst's name at the head of the
democratic state ticket next year.
ALBUQUERQUE

TO BE

CON-

NECTED WITH OUTSIDE WORLD
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
LINES ABOUT THE FIRST OF
HAVE
THE YEAR WORKMEN
REACHED SANTA FE.

BY

The construction gang of the Colorado Telephone company, who are
busily engaged in building from Las
Vegas to this city, have reached
Santa Fe with tho pole line, and ft is
expected that the wire stringers will
have completed their work into that
city by the middle of this week.
This will give Santa Fe connections with Denver, and through that
city with the rest of the United States.
It is expected that the workmen will
reach Albuquerque about the first of
the year with the poles,' but the wire
will not be completed Into this city
until some time later.
The Colorado Telephone company,
which has a local office here, has had
long distance connection with Las
Vegas for the past two years, but It
was only of late that they started
building from that city into Albuquerque.
When the line Is completed and
the long distance- 'phones are Installed in the place of the local telephones
now In use here. It will be possible
for 'residents of Albuquerque to talk
from their residences or places of
business to any part of the United
States.
Manager Klder, of the local Colorado Telephone company's office,
states that his company contemplates
making a large number of improvements as soon as the long distance
line from Las Vegas Is completed into
this city, and that, with improved
conditions, and long distance toll
lines, Albuquerque will have one of
the best telephone services in New

OTHER

BAD ACCIDENTS

THE ACTION WAS

By the sudden explosion of a latge
steam pipe In the boiler room of the
Santa Fe shops In this city Monday
night, two employes were painfully
scalded.
The names of the unfortunate nien
are Candido Chavez, a fireman, and
Kncarnlclon liarela. an ash wheeler.
Both men were on tne night, shift it)
charge of one of the large stationary
boilers.
Without any warning the steam pipe
burst, deluging the natives with boiling hot water and steam. It came
In contact with the face and arms of
the men, burning them painfully.
They were removed to the company's hospital wher it Is learned
that neither suffered necessarily serious Injuries. It Is believed that a
few weeks will see them back at
work.

Roman Arm Jo Recovers.
Armijo, who was severely
burned some time ago by falling Into
a burning solution of lye at the shops,
has made a complete and rapid recovery at he Santa Fe hospital. Armijo underwent the terrible ordeal of
having a third of his body burned.
He rallied from the nervous shock
with manly persistence.
I

Human

Lost a Finger.
Cieorge Connos, a machinist

from

Winslow. bad the misfortune to lose
the third linger of his left hand, at
the second Joint, while working at the
railroad shops boring out a cylinder.
The man was sent to the hospital,
where he Is receiving treatment.

ELKS PLAN TO GIVE
BIG MINSTREL SHOW
COMMITTEE

ENTERTAINMENT

TALENT TO
MET LAST NIGHT
BE PICKED TONIGHT.
7

NOT THEN - - - BUT NOW"

2E

DISMISSED

be.latins 11. Smith, the
came involved in a peck of trouble
yoti ill ay afternoon at ;!ie Iicr.io of
Mrs. .1. B. Penick, 712 West Tljeras
avenue. The constable was struck in
the eye and his spectacles broken by
Mrs. l'eiilck, the culmination of the
affray being the swearing out of a
warrant for the arrest of the woman,
which was served early last night.
Ominous clouds gathered about the
Tljeras avenue residence
Friday
morning last, when Constable Smith
went to the home of Mrs. Penick to
collect the rent, alleged to have been
past due by the owner of the property, A. Clarion. Mrs. Penick told the
officer of the lw In plain English that
she would not pay the rent until the
owner had complied with his promise
in making
some repairs.
Heated
words are alleged to have been exchanged between Mrs. Penick and Mr.
Smith at that. time.
The next thing for the officer to do
was to secure an order from the court
4o compel Mrs. Penick to vacate the
premises. This he did, and yesterday
afternoon Constable Smith arrived at
the Penick abode with the legal Instrument In his inside pocket. According to his account of what happened, the constable rapped at the
door and Mrs. Penick opened It. but
when she learned of the officer's mission, started to close the door In his
face, which the wily constable preAt that
vented by using his foot.
moment, so Mr. Smith claims, Mrs.
Penick swung her left fist Into his
face, tho blow striking him in the
left eye and splintering his eyeglasses. Mrs. Penick nlleges that the
officer attempted to strike her aide,
and told her if she was a man sne
would be severely punished for the
blow, and that if the rent was not immediately forthcoming she would be
turned into the street. Mr. Smith
claims that ho made no effort to strike
Mrs. Penick.
Mr. Clarion, who by the way, did
not witness the alleged assault, testified In police court this morning
before Judge Crawford, that shortly
nfter the affray he went to the Penick
house and was told by Mrs. Penick
that she had smashed the man In the
face he had sent there In the aftet-nooand that he would get the sime
medicine if he called on the same
mission. A native girl, who was in
the Penick house at I fie time to do
some dressmaking,
described the
trouble In a manner which substantestimony
tiated the
of Mrs. Penick.
In the opinion of Judge Crawford, Constable Smith exercised too much violence in serving the legal papers and
he accordingly dismissed the action.

At a meeting last night of tho entertainment committee of the Elks lodge,
Arthur Cavanaugh, who returned to
Albuquerque yesterday from Arizona,
outlined plana for the presentation of
a ruiiistrel show by local talent in the
wear future, probably some time during December or the first part of January. As a result of the meeting Mr.
Cavanaugh Issued an invitation to till
Albuquerque residents who believe
that they have any minstrel talent,
to report to him this evening at 7:30"
o'clock. In the Elks lodge rooms.
As Mr. Cavanaugh is an end man
who has accumulated considerable
fame In minstrelsy, a performance
may be anticipated tinder his direction
which will eclipse aH previous efforts
in this line.
MAY
Mr. Cavanaugh will move his fam
ily to Albuquerque
from Colorado
Springs, where they are now located.

I

AT COLOMBO
HALL, BEGINNING NEXT WEDNESDAY, FOR TWO WEEKS.

Note

ELECTS

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES
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S. VANN &

WIN-GAT-

SON

o

s
.
ii
nave just received. a new .line
of Clocks, Cut Glass, China

and Jewelry in general, and
invite their old customers to
give them a call before buying

We

Offer to supply you with anything In

our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

Special Prices
On the Folio wing
Refrigerator

$12
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil
$8 China Tea Seta
40c China Salad Bowl

9

Stove.. ..$0.75 0

Auto phone, 316. Bell phone,

$8
25o
20

A. BORDERS,
Black or Whit

0

115.

Residence

Auto

phone, No.

It.

runerml Director and Emblmer

Hearse, $5.00
Commercial Club Building
CITT UNDERTAKER.

f

Dymmo, Motors and Electrical Supplies

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

E

HOUSE WIRING

A

SPECIALTY.

Authorized Agents

.

The plans that have long been dis- FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVEJ
cussed of having the city prisoners
work on the streets is about to bear
IT P. IT I IH
fruit. Martin Tlcniey baa gone to
Wingate where he will inspect the
macadamizing plant of P. J. Tirsway,
together with its machinery, for the
and
General huuaecleanlng
purpose of reporting on the advisabilJoh work promptly done.
ity of purchasing it to tho next meetBell phone, Red 271.
ing of the city council.
Automatic phone, 260.
In the event that the city council
411 WEST
AVE.
RAILROAD
.'hould seo fit to buy it, they would
have ibe entire plant removed to this
city itrid would at once start the work
of grading tho streets of Albuquerque,
usins the dy prisoners for the most
pan. on the work.
THE CELEBRATED
As tho plant at Wingate is a very
fine oi.e. and as the city is anxious
to make pome use of tho prisoners
which at piusent are a
loss on
fie city, u is more thandtd
likely that
the city council will buy the plant and
start the work of beautifying Albuquerque's streets, many pf which need
it, aud that badly.

CROCKER WHEELER CO.,
GENERAL ELECTRICAL CO.
Largest lino of Electric and Combination Fixtures In the Southwest.

,

Southwestern Electric and Construction Company
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Bottled
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O. F. C.
WHISKEY

STREET.
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Bad Weather

Suggests
HAVE YOU A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enable
you to order groceries; call the physician; perform social duties, etc. Rates
from five cents per day up. Let ui
tell you about It.

In Bond.

The Colorado Telephone Co.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Room

18

N. T, Armijo Building.

GRAND

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KT.

CLOSING OUT

MELINI & EAKIN

HOLIDAY GOODS:

Bole A sent.

The bent place to buy HOLIDAY GOODS Is wttiro each piece of
by a competent
stock offered for sale has been carefully m'leetpd
buyer. Each piece of our boll ay stork has bet'ii personally selected
for its beauty of denlRn, Its fin shed workmanship, or some ouier
quality that lifls It abovn the ordinary. Come In and see for yourself.
A CO.- BfflOQS Pharmacy.
B. H.Props.
Both Phones.
Alvarado
Flrat St. and Gold Are.

Albuquerque, N. M.

OFFICERS

CLAUS. SEND IT TO THE EVENING CITIZEN, AND WE WILL SEE
Ilallut A by ad Temple of the Mystic
THAT SANTA CLAUS GETS IT.
Shrine met in regular session last
j evening
ami ueMiuen irausuri iuk i un
.
IP
title bus nesa tlicted tue following
That gayest of all holiday n. the fleer
the ensuing yCai'-Yuletide, will soon be here, and with
John H rrji,nio, potentate: W. .1.
it comes joy to the hearts of the chilC.iiJwt.iii h, ( mbban; T. N. '.Vilker-Nni- i,
dren,,
rabhan; I. J, Custers,
It
would. hi"If high
TV'iiai a Christmas
prophet; W. I .Mc Ferprlet.
and
there was no Santa Claim; but cltll rari, wiental guide; A. J. Maloy, treas-jvrr'- r.
dren, there is a SanU Clans; a little,
J. C. Ferger, recorder; George
fat, big heart d tWai), from the frozen
Browne, first ceremonial master;
north, who. Hie night before Christ L. II. Chaiiii.eiiin, second ceremonial
inas, c. lines in i)U TeilUeer sleigh master; I). S. Kosenwald. cajitain of
loaded whIi toys, and making a rfid the guard.
descent through 'Tie chimney, will
After the election Noble Arthur
Imys
It'ad the stocking of all the
installed the officers. Secretary
'Hid girls with lnys, candi.es f'.d other .1 C. Ferger. in behalf of the Masonic
your ymrliful lodges of Albuquerque, has
presents to delisihl
rehearts.
thank those who so kindly
to
slid
nin
,
stork-lugsSo be
to liiiug i p your
assisted the Masons In securing the
children, the mgl.t before Christ- beautiful piano recently won in a full-t- .
mas, anil rest assured that old Santa
st.
will nd neglect you
And The Citizen will help you get
CLOSE DOWN
tue presents tluit you most desire. It HAD TO
'there is one particular thing that you
THE WOOLEN MILL'
wish for Christmas, or several tilings,
write a letter with full particulars
Ittcaiisc the Santa Ke railroad com
and your name and address signed to
hi I'oai
it; write plainly and on one side of pany. did not .1.place a sliipmritt
.
I.. 1'
the paper only, and address the let Ill iiuo Hi i lit iuu uraim.
U
whh found
Mill yesterday,
ter'to "Sama Clans Editor," oldEvening sary
to bhut the factory down yestt-r-daSanta
Citizen, and we will see that
morning.
The hueU of industry
Claua receives it. C.et your letters to
were moving again, however. In the
ibis office in time for the Issues of
aft prnonn.
li and -- 3.

BY MAKING A SMALL DEPOSIT YOU CAN HAVE ANY FUR LAID ASIDE
UNTIL XMAS.

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

oooooooooo oooooooook

MYSTIC SHRINE

THE CHOICEST AND MOST APPRECIATED CHRISTMAS PRESENT OF ALL- -A HANDSOME
FUR.
OVER 300 TO SELECT FROM.
BEAUTIFUL FUR SETS FOR
CHILDREN.

WHY NOT SELECT ONE NOW?

TO CITY COUNCIL.

Alejandro nodrlguei!, director and
Mexico.
teuor in the Spanish Comic Opera
company, which arrived in the city
PROFESSOK M. F. KNOX
yesterday, from Chilmalma, Mexico,
announces that beginning Wednesday,
Founder aud president of the Men- his company will nightly produce musical dramas for about two weeks at
tal Science College of Seattle, Washington, the only one its kiud in tho Colombo hall. Spanish and Mexican
world, has Just arrived In the city, dances will be features of the
ami will open his series of five free
public lectures, Thursday evening, at
Elks hall, his first subject being, "How TEXAS FORGER
to overcomo poverty aud accumulate
wealth," following with Friday evenARRESTED AT ENGLE
ing subject, "How to educate the man,
woman and child to know themselves.''
Special to The Citizen.
Saturday evening, "The law of adaptaEngle. X. M., i),.c. 12. Sergeant
tion, or how to succeed in business."
Sunday evening, "Tho law of mental Robert Lewis, of the territorial mounthealing." Sunday afternoon, "A spe- ed police, today arrested Albert Mong-den- .
a cowboy, wanted in Texas for
cial lecture" to ladies only, at 2:30 p.
forgery. Mongden was arrested In
m., closing Monday night with a lesson lecture, subject to be announced Texas on this charge and was released on bond of $2,500, which he
in the advertisement in this paper.
The professor baa taught classes in jumped, coming to New Mexico,
the science throughout all the leading
cities in the Irntted Platen and Canada and many of his students are
teaching and healing now. He spent
three months last year in Phoenix,
Globe and Blsbee, Arizona, in each
town held a class and will form a
school here, the only city In New
Mexico where he will stop this winter.
All persons interested in Mental Science or New Thought are invited to
call upon tho professor at his parlor
in the Columbus hotel, where ho wti.
be pleased to greet them.

i

Decorated' Havlland China, at
per cent discount.
7So Glass Berry Sete
....25c
35o Glass Water Pitchers
20c
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
PURCHASE
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
40c
MACADAMIZING PLANT $12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50

MARTIN

WILL BE PUT ON

Reduction on all Furs

m

TIERNEY GOES TO
FOR THE PURPOSE OF INWILL REPORT
VESTIGATING

SPANISH COMIC OPERA

PACE FIVE.

Automatle Phone, 199.

SALE

.

fr

;

assitai

Our trade for November hasi

that

Ev-eri-

-

r

1,

Make your selections

early. Remember,

the jewelry business January

1,

I

the

Christmas

rush.

positively retire

from

and from now until December

will make prices lower than ever crfered on

Fine

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

31,

Diamonds,

Silverware,

0

Plated Silver Table ware. Clocks, and everything
first-clas-

be-

Jewelry store.

s

s

I

H

I71

Jli

V
T7"

1

A

X" ,

after-dinne-

and

MONUMENTS.

2iS

a

FROM START TO FINISH
our vA'iiite Lily cigar is ahead of all
others every time. If you want genuine tiatlsfactlon and real gratlAc.
r
tion when enjoying your
smoke, Just try a White IJly cigar.
We will guarantee that you will say
it Is the best medium priced cigar that
otir mouth ever held or your palate
enjoyed. Try one and you will never
'
any other.

STRONG BLOCK.

Watches, Jewelry, Rich CutGlass, Handsome Printed China, Solid

longing in

XDCOOOCOCXXXXXXXXXDOCOCXXX)

our store will be kept open evenings,

nd additional help added, to take cane of

1

0. W. Strong's Sons

e have found it necessary to duplicate our heavy purchases.

Commencing December

i

c.i

to far exceeded our expectations,

NEW MEXICO'S
LEADING JEWELER

201 21

1

(

N. Second St.. Both Phones.

A.

I

1Ui

J. RICHARDS
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

WEST

XXWOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJCXXX
JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mail;
only line with a change of htock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuuen(iie
ry Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. ni. ror
particulars, address W. L. Trimble
Co., agents, Albuiiuenine, N. M., or J. '
1). BLOCK, Proprietor, Pc rea. N. M.

oooooooxoo

THE NEW YORK FAI
ANTONIO

Gent's

Furnishing

R

ARMIJO A CO.

Goods Now Arriving

i

oooooooooo

:
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q
Subscribe for The Kvening Citizen
Hxfl get tbe news.

Special Sales Every Saturday.

Auto Phone 601.

121 N.

Third Street
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EVENING CITIZEN

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

MOST ANYTHING

OLIVER HIOBBES" ON
THE WORKING GIRIL PROBLEM

that bunch.
All right. If the Pennsylvania won't
give any more passes to lawmakers,
who come with the avowed purpose where they have trouble with servants they'll travel on some
other road.
of helping them.
the mistress Is idle. If she were busy
"Yes. women's, getting out Into civil with a work of her own the servants
stages
easy
The
In the exit of a life
life will change them. I am afraid would make no trouble; they would Insurance president:
It. will make thtm harder.
Dut how-ca- have a different feeling toward her.
First "No, sir, I haven't the slightIt be helped?
They are forced
"Why, certainly, I think girls' clubs est Idea of resigning.
I
haven't
out. There are not enough men to are good things. Tliey keep the girls thought of such a thing. It's absurd."
work for them, if they would. If they in touch with one another and foster
president
Second Humors that the
don't stop having these wars that kill party spirit. The only trouble is that is much worried by the revelations
off the men,
don't know what will women are so apt to force their opin- before the investigating committee.
happen to us.
ions upon others. As soon as a woThird Rumors that the directors
man decides it is best for her not to have accepted his resignation.
Business vs. Domesticity.
"I do think the Independence of marry, she wants to shut out everyFourth "Not a word of truth In
a business life unfits women for do- one else to keep them from doing It. It.
mesticity more than It does men. All
Women in Civil Lite.
Fiflh Humors that John Doe has
girls like to be Independent. And they
It is the greatest question of the been offered the presidency.
ke good clothes and good times, only age, this question of women tn civil
Sixth "1 have nothing to say."
they will economize on food for the life. But there are many positions
reported
Seventh Semiofficially
sake of clothes, for they care so little In which they give better satisfaction his resignation has been accepted.
for food. And they must be well to thnn men. As secretaries,
for exEighth "I decline to be Interbe plucky.
ample, they have been found more dis- viewed."
preIn
regular
all
women
naturally
"But not
creet, and they are
their
officially anNinth Resignation
fer a domestic life. It is the same habits, and faithful In their work. But nounced.
with men ami it has always been so.
they do a great wrong when they take
Tenth "I have nothing to say."
All Women Should Work.
less for their work than men would
Thanks, Kind Friend.
that,
many
they
tnat
as
long
do
so
women of lake. And as
"The fact
In writing to the News. I always
means have nothing to do i's unques- it will be verv hard to do anything for
feel like I am writing a letter to my
tionably a great source of trouble In them."
this country. Everyone should have
.Inst here the manicurist wns an- old friends In Huntington and Chilli- some work or some charity. In Eng- nounced. "Now. here Is a work men cothe. I never forget niv former fel
land It Is very different. There every couldn't do at all." Mrs. Craigie ob- low citizens and thank them for the
woman wants to do something and served, as the girl took her hand. "I words of commendation they give me
you are a democratic country, too. don't know, but I'm afraid It Is all after reading mv correspondence.
And we are supposed to be an aris- going to result in men becoming more Frankford eorresxndence, C'hillicothe
'
tocratic one.
idle heaven knows they work hard (O.I News.
"I have noticed that in those houses encugh now, poor souls."
He's Wise to Ohio.
Tirother Woodcox. for several years
editor of the Pioneer Alliance, where
mind, has
SHE LOVES THE FLOWERS THEY THROW AT HER he furnished food for themore
for his
decided that man cares
stomach than his brain and that It Is
more profitable to supply bodily ail
ment, and has therefore bought a
akery at Antwerp. Fayette
(O.)
Record.

oococoooooaxxxxx
AUTHORESS,
MRS.
STRIKING INTERVIEW WITH THE FAMOUS
CRAIGIE. ON THE GIRL WHO WORKS FOR A LIVING FORCED
tNTO CIVIL LIFE BECAUSE "THERE ARE NOT ENOUGH MEN TO
MISTRESS
WORK FOR THEM" WHERE THERE IS AN IDLE
THERE EXISTS THE SERVANT GIRL PROBLEM.
mostly yellow cues. On the writing
Mrs. Craigie was dressing for tin
opera. Tlio mum In which I walled table lay U gold h an ill', I pen. over
a U"gvt" cork hanle hail tion
vas fragrant with the odur of IImtw which
slipped. I wondered if 't were the
pen of John Oliver Moiio !.
I recalled the Authoress as I had
seen her a Tew years !efor'. wli"i
she was trying to cxtricat-- hrraolf
from the dreadfu situation of having
Invited frlenda to luncheon and forgotten It. I remembered hpr clear,
youthful complexion. Her linwn eyes
and hair had exactly shaded with '.he
rich tones of the mink coat, and hat
wny tne
she wore. I understood
flowers were yellow.
But this time .he was gowned in
grey. An empire coat of squirrel
trimmed with emrlne, completely cov
l
Her gray
ered the evening toilet.
C-jfchip hat yes. chip wa simply trim
med with plumes and s lew dun jiiiik
roses under the brln.
Mrs. Craigie is siiaiiM) under me
I
ydium height. Her runner wan sample,
.
earnest Hnd direct; her persunallty
charming, anil free from tlio ieaEt
trace of aloofness.
""VST
She began at on"" to speak of the
working girl, whose welfare .'lie authoress has so closely at heart:
WHAT MRS. CRAIGIE SAID ABOUT THE WORKING GIRL.
. as f.r the ofher. the one because she
It makes nie so inpatient," she
I'laivd, with her fascinating English is rich, the other because she is poor,
accent, "to have people always worry- and the dangers to both are great.
"It Is Just a question of girls.
ing over the working girl. -- as though
he were the only one in danger. And it is the individual soul of the
Why don't they worry about the rich girl, at that, that I am Interested In.
have no scheme for girls in groups.
Kill, too? There is no difference In
the girls. The only difference is in You can t reach any of them by standbackground and education. ing up in a pulpit. But I would like
their
There are as manv dangers for one to know how they feel toward those

'

Highest Quality

and

a train crew lived two days In South
Dakota on a pall of oysters. Hut
there was a church social cook in

Girl's Dangers Are As Great As Poor Girl's

RicSn

Beef - Pork

--

if

s

droits.

d--

1

HOME MADE MINCE MEAT
AND

SAUSAGE OF ALL KINDS
AT

FARR'S MARKET
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CITY MARSHAL Cr THAT TOWN
HAS STARTED jVORK OF EXTERMINATION OF STRAY

IN

Auto Phone, 423.

Colorado Phone, Black

182.

PRICES THAT ARE RIGHT.

BAiN
and

0L0

jl.Korber&Co.
WHOLESALE
and RETAIL
Albuquerque, N. M.

The St. Elmo

j

I

JOSEPH BARNETT. Prop.

120 West RaJTroa

A Chicago dispatch says a stenog
rapher in that city, who Is heiress to
a fortune of $1,000,000. will continue
to work and will not buy an automo
bile or make a trip to Paris. Have
our doulrts about her being a

A. WVson, president of the Ari

MCKOBY

WAGONS

'The chief of police has made an
other big shakeup and transferred
men right and left," said Smithers,
looking up from his paper.
"Of what interest Is that to me?"
asked Mrs. Smithers.
"Oh, possibly none, but I thought
yon might wish to Jolly the cook with
a little gossip.

NEW YORK

Owners of valuable dogs will do zona Orange Growers' association, re- well to keep .hem at home as a result ceived a telegram from the commis- of the campaign being made by Mar- sion merchant In New York, who rep- shal Richard Gorman In an effort to resents the association, giving the
exterminate the 'worthless curs that prices received for the first carload of
have been a disgrace to Santa Fe for Arizona oranges marketed this year,
some time, says the New Mexican.
1 he
says the Phoenix Republican.

STREET.

Yes, if the government owned the
railroads how could public officials

THEY BRING DOUBLE THE PRICE
CALIFORNIA
OF THE BEST
FRUIT.
"W.

SOUTH SECOND

P. Morgan must feel like a man
who holds a lot of steel common.

Territorial' Topics
ARIZONA ORANGFN

Eggs

ALSO

get any passes?

Ft

Butter - and

.1.

4JESE

S.WA

Oysters

Fish

Poultry

Veal

"

t

WAR ON DOGS IN

Mutton

1

'if

"p"3

Sixteen snowbound passengers

1905.

J.

oococoooooooococ

VJOHN

12,

Area

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

investment Company
Southwestern
Business Opportunities.

NORTH TEXAS BUILDING, DALLAS, TEXAS.
handle propositions to buy, sell, or exchange any kind of
Write
business or real estate located anywhere in the southwest.
us your wants. We can Interest you.
We

How'd you like to be working on
the Panama canal?

Fort Bayard, N. M., December 9,
Sealed proposals, in triplicate,
for furnishing material and construe- ting Commissary Root' House here,
will be received until 11 a. m.. Decern- ber 28, 1905, and then opened.
furnished on application.
U. S. reserves right to accept qr re- fftrftml1
IMlATASUTlRTIVtTOlC VUll
c..." '
.... jm
iYr.
.'',, V&H
RCCOMMENQtOBY
13
MOST EMINENT PHYSICIANS
lUereui.
sals should he endorsed -- froposais
7
The Torture of a Preacher.
"That man," said the turnkey to for Commissary Root Mouse," adWUAT
ITS hnmiSlSl "
.A.
The story of the torture of Rev. O.
Uie visitors, "Is a safe robber. He's dressed to Captain S. P. Vestal, Qmr.
n
D. Moore, pastor of the Baptist church
in here for robbing a newsboy."
" jj W.
1
1
of Harpersvllle, N. Y., will Interest
"Then why do you call him a safe
MME. ULUA N NORD1CA.
you.
AGAINST OlSOHOmS Of Tl STOMACH KHMEY5SU0OEII
He says: "I suffered agonies
robber?"
Photo by A ime Dupont.
because of a persistent cough, re
"All robbers are safe when they're
ffhe raneteranfomuartp,
Be the
New York, Doc. 12.
Did you ever from wherever she tings.
sulting from the grip. I tried to
In here."
never
morning,
over
lightly
she
a
violets
bunch
toss
hour
into
of
far
the
sleep sitting up In bed. I tried many
DISTRIBUTING AGENTS
the footlights to Mme. Nordica? Per- sleeps until each flower has been
LEGAL NOTICE.
remedies without relief, until I took
haps In a' soberer moment you re- placed in water and personally ar
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con
I ast
gretted your Impulsive act, thinking ranged in a vase.
will and testament
of George
sumption, Coughs and Colds, which
she cared naught for your flowers.
The first duty she performs in tlie
Walter, deceased.
entirely cured my cough and saved
It may please you to know that morning is to attend to her floral
To James Pezemek. executor:
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
uie from consumption." A grand cure
whether your posies were accompan- (iilts. One posy afur another Is taken
Meyer, John E. Meyer, Alcid
'for diseased conditions of the Throat
by
vase,
nipped
humbly
by
stem
ied
were
or
from
card,
sent
its
a
the
A.
Meyer,
Meyer,
REPAIR SHOP.
Charles
Emma
and lungs. At all druggists.' Price
aonymously, to the great opera singer, sharp pair of scissors, and then It is
I. aura Meyer, Carrie Meyer, all
Stoves repaired and set up; rural
Sue and $1. guaranteed.
Trial hot
each one was tenderly caressed by laid aside, to later take its place of the state of Michigan, legatees, and
ture set up and crated for shipment.
ties free.
fingers of among its fair companions in fresh to all whom It may concern:
the gentle, sympathetic
Hear ot Walton's drug store.
water. No other hand than Nordlca's
Lillian Nordica.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
You are hereby notified that the alHOWARD RINGO
With her arms loaded down with a is ever allowed to care for or arrange leged Inst will and testament of
wtaagav?Thn-oit.
flowery mass Nordica always returns) her flowers.
fieorge AValter, late of the county of
PLEADS GUILTY THE BOHEMIAN
Hernalllli) and territory of New Mexico, deceased, has been produced and
.hT.J Jiff,
SOCORRO COLONY AN ARIZONA PIONEER
"BLACK HOkSE" IN
ON YOUR
read in the probate court of the counTO SERIOUS CHARGES OF FORG
ty of Rernalillo, territory of New
ERY AND CATTLE STEALING.
DIAN WANTS PEACE Mexico, at an adjourned regular term
DROPPED DEAD
w,TH
jltoll 1' t STI'.V.
h? ur n lie prnnrnv e
The Bohemian coiony project inait-- j
c i. .e
u .tNt..
thereof, lield on the 11th day of De.S an. jiiu t. an. .
Howard Ringo. recently arrested in gurated Uy Max Kirchman is moving
from $2 26 to $i50 00
KIFLES
MAKES cember, 1905, and the day of the provNAVAJO
CHIEF
Roswell with stolen property in hi forward to a successful i.sue, says thel CAME TO PRESCOTT, ENTERED A THIS
60 00
.
. from 2 65 to
.
PISTOLS
PLEA TO HIS PEOPLE TO KEEP ing of said alleged last will and
j
SHOTGUNS . . from 7 b0 to 35.00
lossesaion , ami upon lnlortnatiou Socorro Chieftain.
RESTAURANT, AND DROPPED
r
i',:.t.
testament
was
f
by
,t
ur ilrr ar.
As'
order of the judge
PEACE WITH PALE FACES.
from Carlsbad, charging him with
It will be r,enie'ibertd
that Mr. j TO FLOOR DEAD.
.
I" la.
i 1:
i .... ,r i, ..-f
of said court thereupon fixed for MonA.
nil
c .:r In
forgery, an account of which appeared Kirchman. after luvine spent some
Pries
'.. u
tin. - I
irn
,
,
,
II. M.iiiftl
..,'l'lt 't.t
lrrtn
Jirr I,
In home of the recent reports of the day, the Gth day of February, A. D.
flu fcSl.OO
in the Carlsbad Argus three weeks time In Socorro, in arranging
tho
"
'
..
"
tl
evening
10
l!u;.
at
The other
Term of said court
about 7:30 Navajo l rouble It wa-ago, was reiea.-eKre Trial.
stated that
cstdl.; iri, c.
by the authorities
vslj.
necessary preliminaries, returned to
llmePT will b
r
respected Chief Black Horse was one ef the o'clock In the forenoon of said day.
O.ir attra !:r tltrw
ai uosweii. lucsdax, usn tne cnarge Chicago, a few days ago. to complete o'clock an aged and highly
.iiu ... ic t i.. rut-- Ii, slutni
by
name
county
my
seal
of
Cure for cli
hand and the
Given tinder
Sureut aad
the
resident
the
leaders oi the hostiles. Bays the Galof disiK.ing of stolen property, and arrangements with bis Bohemian
J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO,
THROA"? r.r-- U'NO TKOUB-Ui- S,
over to t!ie courts of Eddylsociatts t that end of the line. He of James MclJnden, and familiarly lup Republican. This was a mistake. of this court this 11th day of DecemI', ii. L..i 4 A
or lvrOXiil BACK.
county, to answer to the serious came to Socorro again, yesterday called "Neighbors," dropped dead In Hlack Hors used every means pos- ber. A. D. 130.1. J. A. SUMMERS,
Chicopee Falls, Ms., TJ. 8. A.
vanaB'aKJaausai
Probate Clerk.
from
charges of forgery and horse stealing morning, accompanied by H. L. Pitte, the Scopel restaurant while he was sible to keep his tribesmen
i
!
Ringo was arraigned before Judge a Chicago banker. The two gentle- - eating his supper, says the Prescott making trouble. He made a strong
Herald. He had only been In town speech, advocating
peace
Cunningham, Wednesday, and plead men will remain in the city about
ietween
a short time when he went down the the white men and Navajos.
It is
guilty to the chtrge of forgery, and week.
wat remanded lo jail to await the i Not later than the first of January, steps and sat down at one of the ta- said that this speech was a masterly 8
bles In the place. Suddenly he lurch- oration, and next 1o the speech of
e
action of the next grand jury. VponjMr. Kirchman expects to be In
charge of horse stealing, he stood form aain, to become a permanent ed to one side arid fejl upon the floor Chief Dodge was the means of prepat and plead not guilty, but was also! resident, and enter upon the active, stone dead. Heart failure was the venting a more serious outbreak.
trouble,
Immediately after the
remanded to ja;i to await action py work of developing some of the prln- - cause of the sudden demise.
Chief Hlack Horse and some of the
the prand jury uimil that charge. final features of his enternrlse. One
The Season of Indigestion,
other Indians who were for respectSheriff Stewart went to Rcswell and oi w
undertakings w ill be to
IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF
brought RiiiKo to Carlsbad, Tuesday,
artesian water, or. failing in
The season of indigestion is upon ing the power of the agent and the
this, to install pumplnk plants and: us. Kodol Dvspepala Cure for Indi- - law set out on horse
alter the
A Fearful Fate.
Ihe old chief was given
reservoirs to irrgiate the company's gestlon and Dyspepsia will do every- - hostiles.
in the river bottom and on the thing for the stomach that an ovei-- j fifty days in which lo bring in the
It is a ftnrful fivtc to have to
stomach can-- j hostiles; lie asked for forty. As all
dure i lie terrible torture of piles. "I-- hjw tin a wi s of the city. Mr. Kirctt-ca- loaded or
sav," writes Henry man expects u, establish three ir not do for Itself. Kodol digests what! but three of the law breakers have
truthfullv
been brought In, the old chief is givfamilies in you eat gives the stomach a rest
Culsnn. of Masonvi'.le, Iowa, "that fori four hundred Bohemian
,
Blind. 'Bleeding. lulling and Protrud-- ! and about Socorro during the next relieves sour stomach, belching, neari-burn- ing his attention to the capture- of
these three. Later report from Fort
Indigestion, etc.
ing Piles, IiuckUn's Arnica Salve Is five yars, and the business like man-thsay that the hostiles have
Defiance
best eur made. Also best for j ner lu w hich he is conducting the
get
to realize his expecta-drug'sisbeen captured.
Subscribe for The Citizen and
burn- - and Injuries; 25c at all fair promttt
'
lion- 'he news
i
or
Itching, bleeding.
mi Hiding,
blind Idles yield to Dunn s Ointment.
Chronic cases soon relieved, finally
cured. Druggists all sell It.
Sf.turdiiy the marshal shot four
do'.s with his revolver. Inia morning
,e Bhot a large yellow and white dog
of no particular parentage.
"I realize that these dogs are a
nuisance, and I will kill all of them
I can find until my ammunition runs
out," said the marshal, "the dog war
is on."

Behind the Times.
Cummins Knightly: Your father is
quite old fashioned. Isn't he? Still
sticks to the rule of three.
Miss Hazzabo:
I don't believe I
know wbat the rule of three Is.
Cummins Knightly:
It's the one
he works every time I come here.
Why don't he go to bed earlier?

gross receipts for the carload were
over $2, GOO, the boxes averaging more
than seven dollars each. The mgnesi
price received for any of the fruit was
for a number of half boxes, which
were disposed of at $3.80 each, or at
the rate of $7.60 per box.
The real beauty of these figures Is
not seen until a contrast Is uawn
with the California fruit, which sought
the early market. The same telegram
announces that the highest price paid
for California oranges during the
same week was $3.25 a box,- consider
ably less than half the price the Ari
zona fruit was sold ior. To be sure
there will not be ho great a difference
In the Shipments of late fruit but
demonstrates that for the real
choice early fruit, Arizona, heats the
world.
For fear that some person who dislikes to take his hat off to Arizona,
having seen California distanced in
the race, will exclaim, "What about
Florida?? it Is pertinent to remark
that the best Florida could do with
her oranges In the same market was
$3 per box.
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The "Franciscan"
Cordial Bitters
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Melini & Eakin
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KILL.? COUCH

HUNTING TR!P

Or. King's
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Fine Wines, Liquors and Gigars

lia-c-

i

n

j

over-worke- d

SPECIAL

e

j

THE NEW BATTLESHIP IDAHO

CONSTIPATION

4

FAMILY TRADE SOLICITED

'For over niu jmn I uffre1 with chronic con- t, il I. . Uim
tll'litinu Bliil ilnrttiir
thta Iiiiih
tiijevlioli iff warm wtur oa- vvrry '.i bur bfir4.
ivuumCHi-rftllkppliy 1
Krimu on Uif tioMt-li- ,
nioai
riftl
I Mill
ihkI
ptn.1
luring Uif nine )ftr olnr I i I'iMcarri
.
inU-ritii-rn- ii
im1-ufl.TrJ unti.i.i
TliMnk
with
iu you I km fr from ll tltt lim umrnitii. You
Cifcu Ue lnu ii,
btilf ut kiitTtTii.i tiuiiiMMity."

W.'t liJUoi',;

t-i-

-r

1

b. V.

rtrft

la

t:uvr.

Koauoke,

UL

Best For
bowels

SUPPLIES

Straight Kentucky Whiskies a
Specialty

tf'r

1

HOLIDAY

AGENTS FOR

Val Blatz's Milwaukee Beers
Mail orders have prompt attention. Call or
write us.

Plent.
bleu,
Kevel

utiihlrt Potent Ti.tnft.Kl, DoOcwwl,
Nv)r
4tH ,,- urii'W. in'.
j,'. iiiiiIm: I !! I
HlJ.i'i C U O.
i,, JIW ol y.,ur mont-Bterltn h.-- tdy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 603

old lu t,u;

The Idaho was launched at Cramps' shipyard in Philadelphia Saturday, Dec. 9, a full and accurate account
being published in The Evening Citizen the day it happened, and not the next morning. See The Citizen for
frtth news.

Ournttta

ti

V,.r
,

ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

11 G

West Silver Ave.,

Aibuquc rque. N. M.

1

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

ALBUQUKQUE

1905.

12,

MERCHANT

PLENTY OF WORK AT

PRE INVENTORY SALE

THE BELEN

20
0
0

HE REFUTES

Cor Coal Ave. and
Auto. 'Phone, 474.

Sscoid

of FrMh and Salt Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory,

Mv merchant tailoring stiop Is up
EMIS KLEiNWORT,
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- Masonic Building, North Third Street
nue, where I solicit the patronage ot
th? public. All work guaranteed first-clasSmoke the White Lily Cigar.
as I have had fifteen years' ex j

St.

perlenee

In

the business.

Suits made,

Injure the cloth. .Ladles' garments'
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.

REPORTS

RAILROAD TOPICS

IV

.

.

.tAn

It is stated on wlmt Is claimed to agent. H. S. Lutz, has left Santa Fe,'
be good authority that the Texas. accompanied by his wife, for a short
New Mexico & Pacific railroad com- vacation trip to Denver, Kansas City
pany, with headquarters at McKin-ney- , and Chicago. He will return to New;
Texas, has let the contract for Mexico about the first of January, and
the first 100 miles of the new road, will assume the position of station
the projected line of which passes agent for the Santa Fe at Raton.

through Roswell.

'

In a Sacta Fe wreck near Iliver-BidCal., the other morning, Walter
Cave, fireman on the. engine, was Instantly killed by the engine tank rolling on bim. The engineer Jumped
Engine, tank
and escaped injury.
and all the cars of the train were derailed by the derailer, which had been
set bv the tower man at. the crossing,
cf the Santa Fe and Southern Pacific.
e,

P. T. Aspinwall, city traffic agent
for the Salt Lake at San Bernardino,
is at Needles. He has been in a Los
Angeles hospital for several weeks
and visits Needles to recuperate from
the surgical operation which he underwent at the hospital. Mr. Aspine
Santa Fe man,
wall is an
has traveled in many portions of the
world, and was at one time representative in the Arizona territorial legislature.
old-tim-

MORE RUMORS OF A
SALE ARE DENIED.
Humors as to the sale of the Santa
Ke Central Railway continue to float
around, but nothlnfe official in this line

has been received, says the Santa Fe
New Mexican. One report on the
street yesterday was to the effect that
the sale had been made to the Denver & Rio Grande railway, and another report had it that the Rock Island hal bought the Santa Fe Central and had also arranged to take over the Denver & Rio Grande up to
Alamosa, Colorado, and would make a
broad gauge line to that point. When
told of these rumors today Treasurer
Frank Diebert, and Assistant to the
President and General Manager S. B.
(irimshaw only laughed at the report
Bihl said they knew nothing of them.
RIPLEY FAVORS SLOWER TRAINS

cut-off-

.

Is

n

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
in

& CO.

Noting the articles In your patter
8 and 9, regarding
Denver employment agencies shipping
men to Helen, would say that the people and officers of Albuquerque are
being imposed upon by men who har
been shipped to Helen to go to work
on the cut-ofbut upon arriving here
found that the places of superintendent, general foreman and
were filled, and as they did not care
for hard work, they would rather lay
In jail or prey upon the too credulous
public.
,
There has been a shortage of men
all the time at camps from twenty
miles out of Helen to Epris and
beyond, and there is no excuse for
men claiming they cannot get work.
A construction train leaves Helen for
the end of the track, twenty miles
out, every morning, and if you care
to investigate, you will find that ninety men out of 100 who claim that they
cannot get work, did not even go to
the first camp, but got off the train,
at Albuquerque or came to Helen and
made no attempt to get employment.
If 'you believe all the stories told
you by these men, you will establish
a reputation that will stick to
you
through the winer, and you will have
a horde to take care of that will certainly tax your jail capacity.
Furthermore, we would prefer that
you take the trouble to Investigate
this matter thoroughly before publishing articles of this character, as
it certainly will work an Injury to the
general public as well as nn Injustice to the contractors who are doing
the work.
of December

f.

time-keeper- s

VARNISHES AND HUlsboro creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap Order
Solicited.
Free Delivery.
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
214 South Second Street.
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
109 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUt.
HAY. GRAIN AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
&
3. B. MacMANUS. Mgr.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE. 602
8outh First Street Both Phones
.
LOANS
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Arm! Jo Building.

NEEDLES LOCOMOTIVE
ENGINEERS ELECT OFFICERS.
At the regular annual election of
Division 383, Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, held in Needles, the
other day, the following officers were
elected:
Chief, T. E. Gallagher; first engineer, H. W. Sheene; second engineer,
C. E. Rhodes; F. A. 13., William Bisp-haS. A. E., A. J. Wooll; guide, E.
M. Tuttle; chaplain, N. T. McCauley;
T. A. II,- - P. C. Cooper; delegate to G.
B. of A., T. A. Cole; members of local
board, J. G. Eraser and T. D. Fanatia; PRODUCTION OF BORAX
insurance secretary, William Bisphajn;
IN THE YEAR 1904
delegate to convention, T. E. Gallagher; auditing committee, H. W.
Sheene, G. H. Berding. B. H. Lent.
The production, imports, uses, and
technology of borax are interestingly
SEVERED LEG IS
described by Charles O. Yale in a report on the borax industry in 1904
CLUE TO DEATH written for the United States Geological Survey. ,
All the output
of 1orax in the
SANTA FE PORTER MEETS HIS United
States comes from California,
DEATH UNDER WHEELS NEAR
and the larger part of that from the
TRINIDAD
GREWSOME FIND extensive
deposits in San
WAS FIRST INTIMATION
THAT Bernardino colemanlte
county. The total prodHE HAD BEEN KILLED.
uct for the year 1904 amounted to
4B.C47 tons, crude, valued at ii!8,810.
A Trinidad dispatch says:
When Of this amount, 38,000
westbound Santa Fe passenger train $508,000, came from San Bernardinoat
No. 7 pulled into the station here at county, Cal.,
the remainder
coming
3 o'clock this afternoon, a car
in- from
Ventura and Inyo counties.
In
spector found a human leg lying on 1903 the
returns gave an aggregate
the brake beam of the forward bag- production of crude amounting
to
gage car. The leg was that of a col- 34.430 short tons,
valued at $ti 1.400.
man
clothing
ored
and the
indicated The production in 1902 was 17,404
that it came from a train porter.
short tons of refined borax, valued at
Investigation developed that E.
$2.447,14. of which K82, short tons,
one of the porters, was miss- valued at $150,000. were
stated to be
ing.
bcraic acid, and 2.000 short tons of
engine
An
was secured and several crude borax, valued at $91,000, a total
railroad men started to search.
A of 20,004, short tons, valued at $2,538,-61half mile back pieces of the body were
found strewn along the track. At the
The amount of
imported into
Colorado & Southern railroad ctosstng the United States borax
In 19n4 was 153,-95a mile east of Trinidad, were found
$10,509. Borates,
pounds, valued
the head and trunk of a body which both the calcium at
and sodium, were
was supposed to be that of McLenore. imported to the amount
of 89,447
He had flagged a passenger train pounds, worth $fi,K30. The quantity
over the Colorado & Southern rail- cf boraic acid imported is given as
road crossing, and It is supposed that 708,815 pounds, valued at $27,1158.
he slipped and fell under the train
An interesting feature of Mr. Yale's
when he attempted to get on board. refHirr Is a description
of the Hlumen-berThe remains were taken to a losulphur-dioxidprocess, which
cal undertaking
room. Dr. Espey, is used by the American Borax comcounty coroner, will hold an Inquest pany at Daggett.
Cal.
Other pro10
at
o'clock Tuesday morning.
cesses for the manufacture of lvoralc
Mcl.enore's home was at Lag Vefrom colemanite have been degas, N. M. He had been running on acid
scribed in previous survey reports.
the road as porter only
short time. These include the Moore process, hydrochloric acid process, sulphuric acid
Don't drug the stomacn to cure a process and Blgott process.
cough. One Minute Cough Cure cuts
.Mr. Yale's paper Is published as an
the mucus, draws the inflammation extract from the Survey's
annual volout of the throat, lungs and bronchial ume, "Mineral
Resources
of the
tubes, heals, soothes and cures. A
quick cure, for Croup and Whooping United States."
Cough.
Sold by all druggists.
Try a Citizen want ad.

PAINTS,

CO.
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HOISTING
I

HAS BEEN

riRE

have us once, you'll
again.
Price
right;
there ain't no gougln'.
You

call
By

tht

Albuquerque

Transfer Men

1621 1639

REDUCED PRICES
On Dental Work.
Plates. $8.00;
Gold Crowns, S.OO; Fillings, 11.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
50c. All guaranteed.

Dealers
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
II kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

17.

THE FINEST

FEED STABLES'

M

a

Corner Second and Marquette.

9

I
s

I11CHE

0000000000 0OaK00

THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO.

307 West Railroad
Large, well located store

Beth
build-

'Phones.

Avenue.
.
or Nlgtt

Day

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

ing

For sale at a bargain.

Porterfield

HOW.

&

Co.

Gold Ave.

GO TO THE

New Planing Mill

American Block

Ton

SO

COKE

-

Both 'Phones.

Special Machinery
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.

ML
CO
5.
Per

e

&

South of Viaduct, on First Street.

G. E. GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.

CXDCOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)COO

Carrlio

JF

SOMETHING WRONG
with your bathroom equipment? Well,
don't' worry or fret. Send us a postal or other message, (you know we
have a phone), and we'll set matters
Jiffy.
to rlKhts In
It's to Oiir Interest as well as yours,, to keep
things "Just so" if we had the installing of your plumbing.

HOUSE OR TWO

That must go quick.

mm

BELOW THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
DIAMOND EVEN
AT COST.
IT WOULD
still pay you to buy It from us. as we are in a nosltion to sell rila- monds that have been pawned to us at 20 per cent less than retail
Jewelers buy at wholesale.
'
ROSENflELD, The Pawnbroker.
The Man You Can trust
118 Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. 'il.
itanroaa iickbis bougnt ana sold transactions guaranteed.

xzxzrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxzxxxxzx
A SNAP IN A

g

COLORADO

Third and Marquette

C. GRAN N IS, Prop.
Aut6 Phone, 311. Colo, 300 Red.
Day and Night Hack.
Albuquerque,
Mexico.
New

In the valley for sale or trade
for city property; 25 acres In
alfalfa.

tons.-value-

DENVER,

Both Phones

N. T. Armljo Building.

XXXXXXXXXTXXXXtXXXXXXXXXZX
CLUB LIVERY AND
m LONDON

.

Seventeenth Street.

SCREEN DOORS

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

208V4

Spe-

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

&

unredeemed Diamonds

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

GASOLINE.

want.

Gt neral Balldlng Supplies

N. PEACH & CO.
Automatic 'phone, 53b. Office,
West Gold Avenue.

FOR THIRTY YEARS

SPECIALTY

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

7

In

Hendrie

The

OR API

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions. Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

DRAGOIE

M.

A.

OUR

8TEAM, ELECTRIC, COMPRESSED AIR, GAS OR
Write us your venditioni and we can supply your
cial Hoist Catalogue on application.

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at J. G. Baldrldge'a
yard.

TOTI

MACHINERY

I

INSURANCE.

FREIGHTS

"ReBdAcoPgP0?s,,

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

A. E. WALKER,

Drayin'

iwmiyji fcasca ;

FOUND AT LAST

OILS.

RANKIN

'Mil

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our
well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
aro Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to u
and we will straighten them out for you.

Groceries

Thos. F. Kclehcr

2

A Chicago dispatch says:
President Ripley of the Santa Fe system
has proposed to the executive officers
of other transcontinental lines, that
to
they enter into an agreement
lengthen the time of all important
passenger trains between Chicago and
Colorado and California.
About a month ago. in the hope or
wresting from the Rock Island anil
Southern Pacific roads a valuable contract for carrying the Cnited States
mails to southern California, the Santa
Fe management put the California
limited train on a schedule of sixty-sevehours and fifteen minutes, 'from
Chicago to l.os Angeles. The Rock
Pacific comIsland and Southern
panies decided immediately to meet

PION&ER BAKERY

StaplA and Fancy

this cut in time.
when the new. schedule went into effect, the Santa Fe's California limited
has been on time in Ia.s Angeles only
three times.
President Ripley has become convinced that the speed war was a misIt is stated that in November the take, and now wants to have all comearnings of the Atchison, Topena
peting roads Join the Santa Fe In runSanta Fe reached a new "record. When ning more slowly all important pasthe statement appears it will show senger trains.
larger results than any heretofore isLocomotives 709 and 710, fresh from
sued for any month In the history of
'
the factory, were turned into the lev
the road.
cal yards last night. They are conIj. A. Mullarky Is again acting pri- siderably
smaller than the prairie
vate secretary for Superintendent type and will most likely he put. into
John Denair, of the Santa Ke. at service on the Rio Grande division.
Needles, after an atisence of several
L. C. Yocum, formerly station agent
months occupying the same position
with Superintendent Gibson, of the for the Santa Fe in the Capitol City,
who was relieved several days ago
Albuquerque division.
,
,
t V.

W. Railroad Avenue.

F. G. PRATT

comthe LantrySharp Contracting
pany; engaged in the work at the He-

Since Novemlitr 12, len

Humors of a change among coast
lines division officials are rife among
the railroads boys, but the stories
have not as yet bet n substantiated.
They are probably switch shanty
dreams.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

j

West End cf Viaduct.
Colorado 'Phone, 177.

,0OKC0OKOX0C

f

Wholesale Grocers

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

lt3

i

cut-off-

'

JOE

to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and,
repaired.' The specific I use will not'

1

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

O. BAM BINI.
SIMON BALLING. Proprietor.
In its news columns The Evening
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
a
published
ago
few
a
days
Citizen
Pl'T IN YOCR GLASS TO KF.KP. WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
story to the effect tiiat lai g(. numbers
We desire patronage and we guar
of men who were taken into custody OPT THE COLD. SHE. HUDSON.
antee first class baking.
by the Albuquerque xlice complained THE PAINTER.
207 S. First Street,
Albuquerque.
that Denver employment agencies
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
sent them to this territory for work
1882
Established In
.
,
upon receipt of LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSon the Helen
?2 c:ich. but thit upon their arrival
FER STABLES
the men discovered they hail been Horses
agents for Casino Canned Goods
and Mules bought and ex- Sole
victimized, for according to tlieir
las. Heekln & Co.'s Colfees. Im
changed.
Tor
ii;
work
them.
vas
there
boden'g Granite Flour.
The following communication to the BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second
street,
Railroad
and
between
Evening
from
Citizen
editor of The
Copper avenues.
Superintendent C. W. Whitney,
ot

EMMONS

J. D.

OTHER

Meat Market

OVER NO. 209 WEST
AVENUE, O. BAMRAILROAD
BINI, PROPRIETOR
All Kind

ney in Communication to
The Evening Citizen.

Ooska appropriate ChristChairs. Tables, Music Cabinets. Ladies'
mas Rifts. Make an parly selection ami we will deliver them Christmas rve. WATCH OUR NEXT AD.

PAGE SEVEN.

THIRD STREET

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS,

CUT-OF- F

o Says Superintendent Whit-

Discount for One Week Commencing
MONDAY, DECEMBER 18th

EVENING CITIZEN

MILL

B. A. SLEYGTER

REAL ESTATE
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.
INSURANCE,

NOTARY

OOOCOOOOOCOCOCOCOOOOCOOOS

WE GIVE

WOOD

You best satisfaction

BOTH 'PHONES
CXXXXXXXX)CODCXXXXX)COCOO

mill

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

best

and latest odors.

25c, 50c, 7Sg

We have them in pretty,

&

$1.00

The --Williams Dag Co.
BLUE FRONT

work.

KINDLING

W.H.Hahn&Co

In

Palmer & Wright's
fancy boxes, at

117

WEST

RAILROAD

Both 'Phones.

AVENUE.

COOCOCOCXDCOCOCOOOOOOOOOO

Doan's Regulets cure constipation
without griping, nausea, nor any
weakening effect. Ask your druggist
for them; 25c a hox.

Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

1
are oeuesd by Indigestion. If you eat
little toe much, or if you are subject to
attack of Indigestion, you have no doubt
bad shortness of breath, rapid heart beat,
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
Indirection causes the stomach te
expand swell, and puff up against the
heart. This crowds the heart and inter-fe- re
with It action, and in the course ef
time the heart become diseattd.

Located

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
on the Helen Cut-opt The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Beler is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west .from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

Kodol
Cure

The Bclen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belcn Townsite

Dyspepsia

(if

Areata what you eat. take the strain off j
ct ue neart, and contribute nourunmeni,
strength and health to every organ of the
body. Cure Indigestion, Dytpepsiv Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the rnucou
membrane lining the Stomach and Dig- - I
trve 1 reel, narvou Dyppia and Oaurrn
ef the Stomach.

1,1)00

and residue lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and 70 foot street, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and Brand old sh:ile trees; public school house, costchurches, Commercial club; a population of 1,500 Inhabitants ; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Helen Patent Holler mill, capacity. 150 barrel daily; large winery; three hotel,
etc. Helen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and bay In Central New Mexico. Its importance as a ureat commercial railroad city in the near future eannut be estimated

busine.-- s

ing $16,000;

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

IfelUr kMte lutil
M
tlBN M

it

rW
a

!

Ik,

1

A

t

first-clas-

s

BELEN.

EAST AND WEST. NORTH

JOHN BECKER,

tiakery. tailor sliop. shoe house, jeweler, plumbing sbop, planing mill,

j

rfrjg-

- va-a-

erg.,.aib,

I

n

DEEDS.

M.

a

n

AND SOUTH.

Improvement
Company
The
Town
Belen
and
President
WM.
BERGER,

O.DaWIW

o., 0Mcf,
For sale by a.'l druggTsta.

We need a

TO

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

Narad, &

What You Eat

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

s

I had (tomactt trouble aad aai te bad ttala a I
bad baart trouble with It. I look Kodol Dytpapal
Oun tar about tour months and It curad ma.

Ditfests

GO OVER

tie lots offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation ); no suul or gravel.
coal and wood yard, ,)ru? store, harness
etc., etc. Also a flrst-c!amodern hotel.

'I

Hn(, my food wouM dlitrwt m by maMn
ny baut palpitate and I would bacom vary warn.
FtnaUy I f at bottle of Kodol and It f air M lmme
ataiarallaf. Aflat mint a law bottlM 1 am eurad.
MRS. L0RW3 NICHOLS, Ptoa Yea, K. T.
Altar

a KAUBLB.

Railway

ff

y

,ffrSa

ry.TJ
fr.i-'-ia-

,

Secretary

0000C00000 ooooooooco o

47

years ago, It
and Arizona twenty-fivbeing that leiiKth ol time since ne
has been in tli'n part of the country.
Mr. Mackey, who Is now a commercial traveler, whs for years a miner
and prospector in New Mexico and
Arizona. He s.id Albuquerque of today and a qu.irter of a century ago,
is
Is far from being the same and
scarcely rerotnlzablo.
I
r
celebrat-Insquietly
Ooorge H. Moore
today his sixtieth birthday, and
he Is receiving congratulations from
many friend- - Mr, Moore is one Of
of the r.ew town of
the first sett
Albuquerque, and can tell many Interesting stories about the early days
of this city.
W. M. Uergcr, monngrr of the nelen
Tow twite company, is in the city and
will bo at the office of W. V. Metcair,
on Gold avenue, this and tomorrow
etcningrf. for the convenience of parties who desire to see him in regard
to lots In the new city of Helen.
Archie Ijine was removed to the St.

LOCAL AN13

PEKHONAL

&4

3L2

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
tonight; colder In western
and In northern portions of territory;
probably clearing Wednesday.
Snow

Shoes That Please

for Snnta

l!onew-l-

!

whs a pnsstn-

Ke

ve.-Ur-

pk-as-

0

Kid, Dull Tops, Light and Heavy Soles,
Military or French Heels, Lace or Button. .. .(3.50 to (4.00

Patent

Vici Kid, Light or Extension
or High Heels

Soles, Low, Medium
$2.50, $3.00 and $3.50

Patent, Leather Tips. Made In Stylish
Lasts, well fitting and long wearing ..$1.65, $2.00 and $2.25

A

Dongola,

50050OOOs50DOJ
CUP OF PRIME COFFEE
A

straight to the heart ol
every man at breakfast time, and
everyone knows that only good grocers keep good coffee. We take sep-ci- al
pride in our brands, as they have
made our store famous. Just as good
as the coffee we sell are our teas,
which principle holds good throughout
our entire stock. We sell nothing
but the best of food products those
we have tested ourselves, and so can
swear by them.
is what goes

F. F. TROTTER

Nos. US and 120, South Second St.

Useful

- - -

Practical

12.

1905.

Beautiful

- - -

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
FOR MEN AND BOYS

ALL ECONOMICALLY

PRICED.

Fancy Suspenders

Fancy liosery

:t

-

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

Fancy 'Kerchiefs

single fancy
to $2.

boxes, "from
In
In hundreds
Linen and Silk, from 25c to
of styles, from
$1
this morning.
25c to $1.50 per pair.
$1.50.
OeorKf E. Brewer, the local liiHiir- anep adjuster. Is In Saula Fe on official
business.
meeting at
There will ho n
7:30 this evening in the veatry room
all the very newest p- - --n
of St. John's church.
j.
Has Just been received from the east, comprising
rf O PZ.(
weaves and snapes. rncta at
J. Ft. liernilon, cashier of the State
LU
National l.nnk, left last night for a
brief business trip to Socorro.
Miss Teresa MeGllllvary, a charm Tiunnh. tw.unitnl vpttterrlnv fcllfrrrinir
Gloves - Umbrellas Traveling Bags
Shirts - Shoes Hats
ing young lady from San Francisco, is with typhoid fever. There was little
today.
condition
change
his
in
Mrs.
guest
Mr.
of
and
In the ciiy. the
The restaurant department of Stur- Harry P. Owen.
iron' TTiirnnt.un hmtel Id holnir ninvprt
There will be a called meeting of Jnto the new quarters on the south
the Itoard of managers of the Wom- side adjoining.
an's chili tomorrow afternoon at 3
The Elks will hold a regular meeto'clock at the club parlors,
ing at their lodge room In the theater
night
for
last
left
McClellan
W. W.
building tomorrow (Wednesday; eve- THEY PLEASE THE CHILDREN.
a trip to socorro, iviaguuieiiu mm ning.
busiwill
transact
Kelly, where he
Trinidad l.ucero, the painter, has Little "Come Back" Worsted Ralls.. lc
ness of a personal nature.
gone to Socorro to do some work for Illustrated Story Rooks
lc
H. J. Ranier, a wealthv cattleman. Klfego Baca, the attorney.
lc
White Cina Iolls
arrived In the city yesterday on the
lc
Black China Dolls
Make your friends comfortable for A large variety of Tree Ornaments lc
way to Pleasant Valley, Ariz., where
at
hv
i
rear
nresentine them
wholn
Ho Transfer
Pictures for
lc
he will Inspect his Immense cattle inChristmas with a pair of our dainty. Tree Candle Holders
terests.
lc
come
high grade Knit Slippers. Tney
lc
Chtldrens' Masks .,
The Vlctorio Land and Cattle com- In black
red and cost. In women's Bead Necklaces
lc
pany is arranging to ship a train load sizes, onlyor $1.
ill
sizes.
men's
and
Are always acceptable presents for either ladies or gentlemen. We
4c
Rubber Balls
of feeders from Kngle, N. M., to
May's shoe store, 314 West Toy Coffee Mills
Be
Cal. The cattle will he $1.5i. C.
engrave
them free of charge, and we assure you tby will please.
railroad avenue.
6c
Tin Horns, galore
shipped via the Santa Fe.
5c
Chain
Watch
and
Call and see what we have to offer you.
M.'C. Westhrook and company have
FIVE O'CLOCK TEAS.
5c
Tin Horse and Wagon
Just finished installing a tramway for
5c
Metal
Drums
We have the largest and best asthe hauling of lumber to the differ5c
ent parts of the lumber yard of the sortment of these, and also in fine Toy Whisk Brooms
This week will see our toy stock
carving sets, chafing dishes and cutAmerican Lumber company.
completed, when we will show one of
WHITNEY CO.
The Albuquerque Wool Scouring lery.
the largest assortments In town.
up
season's
finishing
the
mills are
THE MAZE.
Probate
Court.
pound
a
million
having
half
work,
William Kieke, Proprietor
John O. liindnian was today apshipment under way, which will, for pointed
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
119 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
as administrator for the esthe most part, be sent, to merchants tate of Robert
Hindman, deceased, by OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX30CXD
In Boston.
Probate Judge Jesus Romero. The
HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR
Edward Grunsfeld, who has been estate is valued at $1,000. Mr. Hlnd-mn- n
OLD CLOTHING,
making a tour of Arizona and southof
sum
In
bond
the
furnished a
M. Langer,
ern California, returned to the city $2,000 which was filed and approved.
303 SOUTH
FIRST STREET.
Inst night, and after a few days spent The administrator is a brother of deCorner of 8ilver Avenue.
here, will leave for his headquarters ceased.
in Philadelphia.
Judge Romero appointed August QOCX3000000CXDOOOOOOOCOOOO
John Hughes left last night for Kraemer guardian for three minor
The Indies' Aid society of the Lead
-- INSanta Fe, where he. goes to make a children to whom a small legacy has avenue Methodist church will give a
grand-fathGerA.
in
drawings
of
by
number
been left
a
for Contractor
13" tea on Wednesday after"lucky
L. Morgan, who is erecting a number many. The bond of $900 furnished by noon, December 13, at the home
of
of large store and residence buildings Mr. Kraemer was filed and approved. Mrs. W. H. Hahn. Every thirteenth
City.
in the Ancient
person will bo admitted free. Every
Here's Your Chance.
The Lyric Male quartet, well and
one welcome. Tea will be served
reTalking
Victor
Machine
Records
favorably known to the residents of
from 2:30 till 5 o'clock.
& Llndemann's.
Albuquerque, will go to Gallup Satur- cused at Loarnardformerly
60c
$1,
now
records,
day, December 16, where they will
XMAS SUGGESTIONS
"
$1.50, " $1.
records.
render a concert in Kitchen s opera
Make your selections now.
house. Joe Scotti will accompany the
ALBUMS,
SOUVENIR
KODAKS.
quartet as pianist.
FOR RENT.
LEATHER,
BICYCLES.
BURNT
William Rowe, accompanied by his
FOOT BALLS,
KNIVES, RAZORS,
wife, of Buffalo, N. Y., arrived in the Three room frame, North First
Barnett Building
J. H. O'RIELLY CO , Druggists
BOXING GIXVVES, STRIKING BAGS,
. ..;
rity last night and will remain several
$10.00 FISHING RODS AND REELS.
street
AT
days resting, after which they will
HOUSTON'S. 118 GOLD AVENUE.
continue on a tour of the southwest, Five worn brick, North Eighth
Col.
Canyon
visiting the Grand
$20.00
street
of
orado and California points.
rooms,
t7
furnished, on West
Win- Five
Martin Tlerney has gone
$25.00
Railroad avenue
gate, Ariz., where he will Inspect a
VS. W
w
fPQ rsmt
W TV
macadamizing plant for the puriKs
In
of reporting on it at the next meeting Seven room brick, modern.
$.10.00
Fourth ward
of the city council. This plant was
used In the construction of the mili
JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.
tary road from Wlngate station to
Fort Wlngate, and is now for sale.
Pay your poll taxes today at
Friends in this city have received O'Rielly & Company's drug store.
the sad Intelligence of the death of
MIbs Blanche Aley in Denver, Colo.
NEW
The deceased and her slater, Miss
LINE OF PICTURE
Florence Aley, resided In this city f MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC-- t
years
ago, and therefore both
TURES FRAMED BEFORE THE
several
have many friends here who will be
HOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUD-I-T
Ranges---th- e
pained to learn of the death of one of
SON, NO. 118 NORTH SECOND
the sisters.
8TREET.
Mrs. M. A. Manahan, of Nevada,
Mo., accompanied by her daughter.
LAND MATTERS.
Miss Mary, and two sons, Harry and
H. W. 8. Otero,
Arthur, arrived In the city last night
Commissioner,
and will remain several days, the 703United States Court
West Silver avenue. Will attend
guest of her sister, Mrs. William Farr,
301 South Edith street, after which to matters before the land office.
the party will continue on a tour of
California.
Word has Just, ben received lu this
city of the death In St. Louis, Mo.,
of Mrs. Hulda Gilbert, who formerly
resided at 637 South Broadway, in
this city, and was a sister of Mrs.
Whether "she" is wife or sweetRoy Deuman, of Albuquerque.
Mrs.
reUilnert died Sunday afternoon at 3 heart. the most acceptable
membrance la a bouquet of beautio'clock, and' was 2 years of age at
ful flowers. We Just mention this,
the time of her death.
thinking, perhaps, you forgot.
Henry Bramstedt and wife, who resided in this city a few years ago, and
THS
'
401-40- 3
at the time, Mr. Bramstedt had charge
J-5- -r
2
319 WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
of the Hunlng flour mill, since deAuto Phone, 118.
stroyed by Are, arrived from the south
this morning and will probably remain
here In the future. Since leaving here
Mr. Bramstedt has had charge of a
ocooocoooocooooocooooooo
grist mill at Juarez, Mexico.
accompanied
Charles Zimmerman,
by his wife and two sons, Carl and
Arthur, left last night for 'a trip to
California points. Mr. Zimmerman,
-- WM.
MclNTOSH.
who came here some four weeks ago
PROPRIETORS- CHAS. F. MYERS.
from Peoria, III,, where he was engaged In the drug business, stated
that he intended moving here and engaging lu the real estate and drug
business.
O. F. Mackey, of Detroit, Mich., a
brother-in-laof Dr. Shaw of Las
Vegas, was in the city last evening,
and at the Alvarado related several
COMPLETE IX THE
MOST
BUM ANT CARVING SETS, ALL KINDS AND PRICES. OUR STOCK OF POCKET KNIVES IS THE
experiences of life Jn New Mexico
ANY TIME THEY FAIL TO STAY SHARP
SOUTHWEST. WE GUARANTEE OUR SCISSORS AND SHEARS, "MADE BY WISS." IF AT
OR A NEW PAIR IN THEIR PLACK.
OR YOU FIND A FLAW IN THEM, RETURN TO US AND RECEIE YOUR MONEY BACK
Col. W. S.

Kor

t lit most critical eye.
(Jin Woiiicti'h Shoe? nfver fail to
They have a graceful hops and rtas'n of style that all women like.
Shoes to be handsome, artistic and skillfully made, need not he
expensive shoes. Look at our women's shoes:

CITIZEN

KVEN1MG

ALHUOUKHOUK

PAGE EIGHT.

An Immense Line of Fancy Neckwear and Mufflers

mJJ

JVL

SIMON' STERN

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

oooooooo

Signet Rings

The Jeweler

MAYWARD.

0
0
8

HOLIDAY BARGAINS

er

Toi'et Setsf Manicure Goods, Shaving

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
. .

LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

CO.

First and Marquette, - Albuquerque, N. M.

Sets, Perfumes, Etc.

Lowney's

10-I- n.

12-i- n.

CANDIES ALWAYS

www

w

DIAMONDS i

h

UNREDEEMED

PLEDGES

AT LOW PRICES

have
large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
sell before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than ship
them to an eastern wholesale market.
I

114 WEST RAILROAD

Christmas,

see

The largest and best assortment to select
from. Call and see us now.

FLOWERS

NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.

Stand on a chair and you can almost

leading makes, Heating Stoves, the best
manufactured. Bissell Carpet Sweepers, Landers, Frary
& Clark Carving Sets, Chafing Dishes and Five O'clock
Teas. Table and Pocket Cutlery.

' SHE" LIKES

Mewcomer
coming.

Are the Most Appreciated

ii

ritr

t

AVENUE.

for it's

store just full of nice articles that would make
ideal Christmas gifts. Remember, no charge for packing and delivering.
j ul
We have

i

Whitman's

Gunther's

WHITNEY COMPANY:

IVES,

North First Street

South First Street

,xxxoocoocxxxxxxx

DIAMONDS

Wbeu bought right are a (food Investment. Our price are right. We lnvlu
you to coil and examine the beautl ul diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

Mall order
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

SILVERWARE, ETC.

receive cpedal attention.

EVERITT

'

LEADING JEWELER

do we draw a man
such large hands?
Simply because we have on

WHY

hand the finest assortment
of snappy styles in Smoking
Jackets and DressingGowns
for men that we have shown in years. Why
not take a look at them and make your
selections now?
Fine Neckwear. Fancy Suspenders.
E. L. WASHBURN CO.
119 West Gold Ave.
122 South Second St.

HARDWARE

WIIOrKSALE

A

RETAIL

Few Suggestions for the Holidays

1

SAFETY RAZORS

Cole's Hot Blast.
ITEM IS

A

GILLETTE." ' STAR" AND "GEM" ARE THE BEST. THIS
FINE PRESENT TO LIVE.

THE "UNIVERSAL"
ANH CAKE MAKER

BREAD

AND FOOD CHOPPERS

lfi

HEATE. S AND RANGES
BEST

ALL

MADE

SIZES AND LOWEST PRICES

COLT'S
AUTOMATIC

PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS

WINCHESTER
RIFLES,

SHOTGUNS AND AMMUNITION.

Mixes and Kneads
Bread Thoroughly

I

In

Minutes
Three
aoag
box loacn t

naafls

OOU

A

AT

WITH HAND UNEAOINB

NAUl

BtnU

Solo

AND

BKU9.

Bv

E. J. POST & CO.

V

.

No. 215 West Railroad Avenue
2ooooocoaxxxooooo

-

Albuquerque, New Mexico

$

